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Ursula Forrester and Bill Ratcliffe are already in the mood for Friday night's Oktoberfest. Tom Cronk Photo
ITS OKTOBERFEST!
-u'.'
A feast of music and dancing, Ger­
man food and beer will be a bright spot 
in darWfall days when Oktoberfest gets ‘ 
underway Friday night at Sanscha Hall.
The ancient festival, sponsored by the 
Saanich Peninsula and Gulf Islands 
Multicultural Society, will be held 7 
p.m. to midnight and features the 
Ratkopella Bavarian Band, floor shows 
with performances from Victoria’s 
Dance Village and lots of local talent.
Throughbut the music, dancing and
entertainment, there’ll be a constant 
flow of food — sourdough buns with 
German wieners, apple strudle and, of 
course, beer, a traditional part of 
Oktoberfest, cider and wine.
Bill Ratcliffe heads up the Ratkopella 
Bavarian Band, Multicultural Society 
director Phil (Ozzie) Osbourne is 
organizing the floor shows. In charge of 
overall organization of the festival is 
Birkby Griffith, chairman of the 
society’s ways and means committee.
Tickets are presold only, cost $6.50 
and are on sale at the Owl’s Eye 
Bookstore, 2498 Beacon Ave., and 
include gift of a beer mug decorated 
with the society’s multicultural crest, to 
be given out on presentation of tickets at 
Sanscha Hall.
Proceeds from the evening will go 
toward helping Sidney Days Society 
overcome a $1,600 deficit incurred 
during the three-day celebrations in July 
this year.
PATl
Central Saanich council’s preoc­
cupation with land, farmland, land 
suitable for development and even the 
removal of soil from arid rocky land 
continued at Monday night’s meeting of 
committees. ,
About 75 per cent of the discussion 
which takes place at meetings of 
committee and council centres around 
whether or not permission should be 
given for residential and commercial 
development and in what parts of the 
municipality should it be allowed.
The rate at which residential and 
commercial lots should be allowed on 
the market and the installation of 
auxiliary services such as water, 
sewerage, roads and drainage are 
verbally worked over.
By the terms of its community plan 
the municipality has segregated certain' 
lands as ecologically delicate and, on
their development, there are rigid curbs.
And the fact that some 70 to 80 per 
cent of the municipality’s land comes 
under the B.C. Land Commission 
agricultural land reserve leaves the area 
suitable for development small — 
smaller municipal clerk Fred Durrand 
says repeatedly, than almost anyone 
realizes.
Because of the dearth of developable 
land, council and planners would like to 
sec not more than about 110 lots go on 
the market annually. This type of stage 
development is called for in the com­
munity plan to which council, if it is 
possible, tries to adhere.
Considered on Monday night at 
Council's meeting of the subdivision 
and zoning committee were two options 
for removing the five-acre minimum lot 
size freeze and freeing for residential 
development an area on North Keating 
Cro.ss Road, Option one, which the 
committee approved and which will be
taken to council for ratification, opened 
the whole tract for development and 
freed 127 lots for residences.
The other option would have freed the 
land tract for development piecemeal as 
applications for lots were made.
Aid. Percy Lazarz pointed out that 
there was no likelihood that the 127 lots 
would be developed at once. Con­
struction would be spaced out over as 
many as five years, this maintaining 
some approximation of the council’s 
development limit.
In another move council took the first 
step to amend a zoning bylaw to allow 
construction of a poultry processing 
plant in the Keating X Road commercial 
enclave. Before this is brought to 
fruition a public hearing will be held.
Becau.se of a need to serve a 
population of 9.000 people by 1984, 
council will consider the addition of two 




The president of the .Saanich 
Teachers’ As,sociation has charged that 
schools in the district run out of chalk 
and teacher.s arc forced to “beg borrow 
and .steal” instructional materials — all 
because of increased budget restrictions.
Elsie McMurphy, who was presenting 
the association's budget proposals to 
school trustees Monday night, said the 
district ranked 63rd out of 75 in terms of 
gross operating expenses this year, 
compared to an ‘'average” position in 
1975.
But trttstccs reacted sceptically to 
many items in the association report 
though they agreed to a motion by
trustee Rubyrnay Parrott to receive the 
proposals and consider them in relation 
to next year’s budget.
Trustee Roy Hyndman said school 
boards “get a lot of help in how to 
spend tnoney — but not much help in 
how to reduce co.sts.
“There are a large ntimher of retired 
people on fixed incomes in this area,” 
Hyndman told McMurphy.
And trustee Dr. Gerry Krislianson 
commented that although the report 
argued for “more effective and ef­
ficient” use of tax dollars it made no 
stiggestion of ways to save money.
The total additional cost of the 
proposals was assessed in the report at 





't'ou can’t fight city hall, right? But no 
one has told Ale.\ Forrester, and the 13- 
year-old Sidney youth is smack in the 
middle of a hot dispute with Sidney 
township.
Forrester, 2437 Amelia, has taken the 
municipality to task in a letter to town 
administrator Geoff Logan. But having 
little satisfaction from Logan’s reply, 
Forrester has taken his case to the public 
via the press.
The youth’s bicycle rim was bent 
beyond repair when the front wheel of 
his 10-speed fell into the slitted opening 
of a district drainage grate on Resthaven 
Drive.
Forrester said the incident took place 
about three weeks ago when he and 
friend Andreas Weichert, 15, were 
riding their 10-speeds down Resthaven 
toward Mills Road.
Forrester said they were going to turn 
right on Mills Road, heading toward the 
bicycle path. However, just before the 
intersection he hit the drainage grate.
“I wasn’t going too fast because I was 
going to turn,” he said. When the front 
wheel fell into the grate Forrester went 
over the handlebars a little and then fell 
sideways on the bike.
“There was no avoiding the bike 
tipping over because it all happened so 
quickly,” he said. The front rim was 
“bent out of shape and beyond repair” 
said Forrester.
He then took the damaged bicycle to a 
local shop where he was told a new rim 
would cost $22.50 excluding tax and 
;'dabor. ;
; ; “That’s quite a lot of money; it’s not 
; easy to come by no matter who you 
arc,t’ said Forrester.
the costly repair,' Forfesfer 
wrote a letter to the municipality asking 
to be reimbursed for the new rim.
He claimed the municipality should 
not install grates which are such a 
hazard to bicycle riders.
However, the municipality took a 
different view, claiming it could not 
accept responsibility for the damage to 
the lO-speed “as there was no negligence 
on behalf of the tow'n which contributed 
to the accident.”
The letter, written by Logan, also 
advised, “When riding bicycles, persons 
have to exercise caution in doing so and 
avoid potential risks such as riding over 
drain grates.”
But that ju.st w.asn’t good enough for 
Forrester. He went down to the 
municipal hall himself to speak with 
officials.
iNsiiEr"”
•Letters, pages 4, 5 
•Pat Murphy says Rafe 
Mair should take another 
look at farmland 




The proposals concentrated oti two 
muin ureas — the section of the budget 
allocated for materials, and the pupil- 
teacher ratio.
McMurphy pointed out the cost per 
pupil for mutciials liad otily li.scu from 
$42 to $49 in five years, despite Inflation 
and an “increased number of students 
staying in schools for vocational in- 
siruction”.
She charged teachers were them­
selves paying for many essential items to 
the point where it wn.s costing “lots and 
lots of money”.
She said the association’s recom­
mendation to the board to raise the 
materials allocation to the “provincial 
average” for such costs was no magic — 
“but neither do we have any magical
abilities to make do with the low level of 
ftinds we are getting”.
On the staffing question, McMurphy 
argued that lower pupil-teacher ratios 
were what parents wanted and “their 
needs cannot be denied”.
The proposals called for the latio to 
be lowered from 21/1 to 20/1 with a 
muxinuitn class size in kindergarten of 
20 pupils (it Is now 24).
McMurphy cited figures from the 
1971 census to support her argument 
that the"expeciation is there both to 
have these improvements and to bear the 
cost”.
She said Saanich ranked fourth in the 
province in terms of population with
He claims he spoke with one officint 
who said the drainage grates that he fell 
into were no longer being used precisely 
because of what happened to him.
Forrester said the municipality is now 
using grates which are either circular or 
have a bar across the middle to prevent 
bicycle wheels from slipping into them.
The youth also claims that the grates 
are “pretty wide”, and that in order to 
avoid them bicycle riders have to ride 
too close to automobile traffic.
“We’re always told to ride close to the
curb,” said Forrester, “and that was 
just what I was doing.”
He said he only saw the grate at the 
last minute and “could have only hurt 
my.self more by trying to swerve and 
avoid it.
“1 believe they are responsible,” he 
said,“because if it had been the circular 
type there wouldn’t have been any 
problem.”
Forrester added, “Even if they don’t 
pay me, 1 still feel the drain lids should 
Continued on Page 2
Alex Forrester shows how bent rim of Id-speed bicycle fell into 
drainage grate on Resthaven Drive,
Pay women teachers 
less says trustee
Conllnned on PitgeJ
Two Saanich school trustce.s hit out at 
an education ministry survey on teacher 
absenteism Monday, while a third 
trustee found the survey 
“illuminating”.
The survey, which was completed by 
the district at the request of the ministry, 
showed that female teacher absenteeism 
for the period September to December 
1978 was running at over twice the rate 
for male teachers.
In that period, there were 2411,5 days 
lost for a total of 170 male teachers in 
the district. Hut 157 female teachers 
registered 4%.5 days lost.
The picture for January to June 1979 
showed 475 days lo.sl for male teachers 
as against 648.5 for female teachers.
Trustee Jack Armstrong called it a 
“very illuminating survey which we 
should have donc if the ministry hadn't 
asked us”.
Armstrong claimed the results were 
“alarming” and that although women 
teachers were treated “equally” by the
district, they were not giving the same 
productivity as men teachers. ,
“We should pay them less,” Arm­
strong asserted.
But trustee Dr. Gerry Kristiunson said 
it was “quite inappropriate to gather 
these statistics In terms of sex" ■— 
without regard to other factors such as 
age, financial status and number of 
dependents.
As a result, predicted Krislianson, the 
.statistics would be piit to ''Ill-advised 
use”, /
Trustee Rubytnay ParroU said she 
was also against the .survey because one 
had already been prepared the previous 
year through a joint effort of the Briti-sh 
Columbia School Trustees Association 
and the B.C. Teachers Federation.
Both Krislianson and Parrott voted 
against a proposal to send the completed 
survey to the ministry.
The motion carried, but Kristianson 
said that to vote against wa.s the only 
way he could register a protest.
C«M»H
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iTtU conics lu Islmul iTirniiurc 
Mart after many years as sales 
manager for a major Winnipeg 
UphoI:jtcryMatiuf,tci ui iitg fit ni.
Fred has settled in Sidney. Come in 
and let him help you with your fur­
niture and decorating needs.
THE KEY TO 
GREATER SAVINGS
hartlmr. in ntthr
to serv^ou battor" nil) ROBER TS
INWOOUaNG
TED ROBERTS
Our Transportation Engineer, Ted 
liandles your appliances and furniture 
with care and eo-ordinales delivery of 
your new purcha.sc.s promptly and 
efficiently.
A local re.sidciil, Ted ha.i. been with 
island furniture Man for I Vi years.
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Fighting city hall
Continued from Page 1 
be replaced. It could happen to someone 
else.”
However, Logan stands by the 
municipality’s decision not to award any 
damages. “These drain grates are all 
over,” he said, “you just have to be 
careful where you ride, that’s all.”
He said the drains do not extend that 
far into the road and that Forrester 
could have avoided it. “We’ve never 
had any other accident like this before, 
to my knowledge,” he said.
Finally, Logan said if the municipality 
started accepting claims for damages 
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OPEN FROM5P.M. DAILY 
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(Formorty Truman's Steok House)




OPEN DAILY 11 AW
- FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE tn OR TAKE OUT





"Homestyle Coc'wng and BaLing 
at Old fashioned Paces"







Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30 
7172 Brentwood Drive
652-2413
Not every child knocking 
on Sidney doors 
Hallowe’en night will be 
trick or treating for candies. 
Youngsters from the 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Church school on 
Bowerbank will be 
collecting canned goods and 
other non-perishable foods 
for needy people in the 
municipality.
Last year, students 
collected more than 700 
cans and bo.xes of food 
which were used to make up 
Christmas hampers, says 
church Pastor H.E. Dawes.
Persons in need of food 
are urged to call 656-4203 
for assistance, he says. And 
if anyone is out when 
students call Oct. 31 and 
would like to donate canned 
goods or other food to the 
drive, they can call the same 
number.
While the church’s 
children solicit food for 
those in need, adult Seventh 
Day adventists have em­
barked on another project 
organizing a drive for 
funds for the church’s 71st 






THURSDAY S SUNDAY 
SMORGASBORD DINNER 
'iVEONESDAY EVENING




Foot of Beacon Ave.
OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bar 




STEAK. PIZZA e SPAGHETTI HOUSE
Evening Dining in Fine. 
Mediteranian Tradition
RESERVATlOflS656-5596 
TAKEOUTS - 655-5597 
Mon.-Sol. 11 o.m. '2 a.m. 
y Sundoy 11 o.m. - MJdnlghl ;
' 5)hftB*deon Sidney
■ INTHE
; BEACON AVE.. SIDNE'y B.C.
The Finest in 
. Family Dining 










Specializing in Chinese 
S Canadian Food
OPEN; MON.-THURS. 4* - MIDNIGHT 
FRI.-Sal. A* - l» a.ni. 
SUNDAY 4»-8*p.m.:
_ Delivery with minimuni otdei
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
WE WOULD LIKE 
TO THANKeee
All the people who made our open house^ 




WINERS OF THE DRAW:
1. Rodger Hynes - Sidney - 3/8” Westware 
Socket Set.
2. Phil Bevan-Sidney-Camp Lite.
3. Graham Roberts-Victoria-Oil Change Kit.
4. M. Juute - Pender Island - Seat Covers.
5. Lloyd Brodie - Sidney - Front & Rear Mats.
6. Andy Smith - Victoria - Fender Cover.
Andy's Auto Parts 
Bumper to Bumper
2412 BEVAN AVE. 
SIDNEY 6S6-7281
Last year, says Dawes, 
the local church raised 
56,000. C-anvassers are 
currently making door-to- 
door visits through into 
December and Dawes hopes 
they’ll be able to raise the 
same amount this year. 
Volunteers carry official 
credentials issued by the 
church.
The world appeal extends 
the church’s hand into 190 
countries, including 
Canada, and offers 
physical, educational and 
spiritual aid. On a world­
wide basis. Adventists last 
year aided some 9.5 million 
people, donated more than 
56.5 million in food and 
cash, and gave some 14.5 
million items of clothing.
Locally, the church’s 
welfare organization spent 
5130 for medicine, and 5225 
supplying food for needy 
families. The church also 
supplied baby clothes, 
children’s clothes, garments 
for other age groups and 
125 pieces of bedding were 
given to aid Terrace flood 
victims. Clothing was also 
sent in 1978 to disaster 
victims and starving non­




The auxiliary to the 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
raised more than 52,000 at a 
bazaar held Oct. 13 at the. 
hospital. An auxiliary 
spokesman wishes to thank 
everyone who attended and 
supported the event and 
asked that a “special 
bouquet of gratitude go to 
hospital staff and all 
auxiliary members.”
RCMP officer accused 
of lying under oath
Sogal (@ak i3nn
4680 £lK LAKi DR. 
Victoria. B.C.
STRATHMORE DINNING ROOM
/ Continenlal cuisine in: 
a liarJilranBi Enijlish atinosnheie ',
0 7 Days a Week 5:30 to; 10:30 
feaiurinz
THE THATCH DISCO
Tao liveliest dance floors in Victoria.
Open • Mon. to Sat.
8 p.m. to 2 a.m. 658-5231
Sea Breezfe Cafe
9776 - 4th St. T Sidney
, . ’ . Behind the Post Ollice ' ..i
— SPECIALIZING IN —
F/SH S CHIPS 
Breakfast-lunch-dinner
Open Daily 7:30,AM - ,7:30 PM






At R*esonabl» Prkvi '
-Pick Up-Take Out V
2470 B»ocon Av«. "656-1012
WOOD HEAT SPECIALISTS 
Serving Sidile!( & the Peninsula 
SEE THE Complete LINE FROM 
NORTH AMERICA'S LARGEST 
WOOD STOVE MANUFACTURER
9788 - 2nd St., Sidney 9 5 Mon, to Sat. 656-3831
A Sidney RCMP officer was accused' 
of lying under oath by a Victoria 
provincial court judge during a trial Oct.
17.
Judge Gilbert Hogg’s accusation 
came after the testimony of Const. 
Grant Bottrell in a trial involving 
Roland Paquette, the 53-year-old owner 
of .the Sidney Hotel.
Paquette had been charged with 
obstructing a police officer following an 
incident Oct. 5, 1978, in the beer parlor 
of his hotel.
One of tw-o RCMP officers claimed he 
had been grabbed by Paquette after 
entering the establishment.
Hovyever, Hogg dismissed the charge, 
telling crown counsel Clinton Kittle, “I 
accept the evidence of the accused 
■;'(Paquette)..,'.:v.,/./•; 'r;'
“Constable Bottrell completely 
destroyed - himself on cross- ■; 
examination,” the judge continued. “In 
my opinion, that officer lied in the 
witness box and I reject his evidence 
totally.'';.
“I cannot understand how this charge 
got beyond the prosecutors’ office,” he
" ..said.'.'
At one point during the trial, Hogg 
directed that a portion of Bottrell’s
testimony be sent to Attorney-General 
Garden Gardom as well as Bottrell’s 
superintendent.
The order was made in connection 
with questioning by defence lawyer 
H.A.D. Oliver, of Vancouver, about 
words used by Bottrell to Paquette 
following the morning adjournment of 
the trial.
Bottrell was alleged to have said, “I 
hope you pay a lot for this lawyer, 
Rollie.” Under oath he later attempted 
to change the form of the statement.
During the proceedings, the deputy 
,sherriff on duty in the courtroom was 
put on the stand to testify as to what 
Bottrell said. ^
Oliver also requested the judge to read 
the perjury section of the Criminal Code 
of Canada to Bottrell during the 
questioning.
Paquette said the incident which 
resulted in the charge occurred about 
10:30 p.m. when the pub was nearly full 
with about 235 people, 
c He said two RCMP officers came into 
the beer parlor and he approached one 
of them and asked why they were there.
Paquette conceded he might have 
touched one of the officers to get his 
attention, but denied grabbing him.
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VILLAGE SQUARE in Brentwood
OPEN; Tues. lo Thun. 4.11 p.m. 
Fri, t Sol. 11 o.m..1 o.tri, 
Sundoy 5.9 p.m.
Try Our "SPECIAL" PIZZA 
652-4344
'I p . : ' n'' ■',11,. , *4 . I ]4 '.i;':,' Ki.
CANOE COVE
COFFEE SHOP
, CANOE COVE 
tSlARINA
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3rd & Beacon Ave.
656-4333
Where to i9ko your visilorB 6 (rlcntlB
AllDMOUEGOl.F COUKSE, 930 Ardmore Dr. & West Saunicli Koad, Sidney 
A cozy 9-lialer. ideal for families. Beautiful scenery and special twilight ratw for 9-hole 
game, Club.s and cart rentals — picnic and barbecue facilities — swimmiriH beach. Phone 
656-41621, '
IlKENTWOOD INN, 7172 llrenlsvood Drive, Brentwood. 652-2413.
SALMON EISHINC;, Boat UcninI, r.iildt'd Fishing Trips (all inclusive)
Family llshing in the protccicd Saanich Inlet. Brentwood Boat Rentals (1971) Ltd. at the' 
Ferry Dock, Brentwood Bay. Phone6S2-10I4.
HOTEL SIDNEY. 2537 Bi won Ave., Sidney, 65fL-13ll
Tuesday nighi, Pure Country featuring Rob Hollis with Norm Wit>qiil,st and Ralph 
NIcroi ih in ihc Lounge 8-12 p,m. 'VVtdnesduy night, 8 -12 p.m. is Talent Night in the Pub.
THEHUmiEINN. comer 84l. Newton X Itoadvand Faisl Snunich Kd. 656-1575 
Relax by the Krc and listen to live cniei lainmcni while playing Chess, Cribbngc, Checkers, 
Backgammon,‘Darts or Pool,
ROYAL OAK,INN,'*4680 Elk Lake Dr., Victoria, 658-5231, ■, ,,
Disco Dancing «ri ihc Uiatcli Niund>L> to .Sutuidity un the two iiveiiest dance liouis in 
Victoria. No cover charge except Friday • Siiturday,
SIDNEY TRAVEI.ODGE, 2280 Ikwtn Ave.. Sidney. 656-1176
I'ftni'le* Place every Friday and Saiurd.av night 9 - 2 a.m., dance to the music of the 5n’*t 
feaiuting in the Lounge, Hay Marquette, Country/Folk .Music, 8:01) p.m. to Midnight,
Bottrell 
to appeal?
Sidney RCMP Const. 
Grant BolteU is currently 
under internal investigation 
headed by the Victoria 
subdivision of the RCMP, 
but is continuing his shift 
work with the detachment, 
Sidney RCMP Staff. Sgt. 
Ted Batycki said Monday.
No public investigation 
has yet been announced, 
however, a transcript of the 
trial in which Bottrell was 
accused of lying has been 
sent to Attorney-General 
Garde Gardom and Bot- 
trcll’s superintendent.
Batycki said Bottrell has 
retained a lawyer in con­
nection with the accusation 
by the Victoria judge (see 
above story).
High-level noise. You can't see it or feel it, 
but it's one of the worst hazards of the work 
place. Where possible, employers should 
control it at its source. In the meantime, 
it's up to you to wear proper 
hearing protection. Otherwise 
your hearing may become 
more and more impaired. And 
that damage will be permanent.
Protect vounself. Starting now.
WORKERS’COmPEMSATlON
&1'SS Humm aiA.IWaiZwto «4-0ZU, twx 04'WT765
Somebody 
Cares!
Cates i( you ate now In town 
and (eel kind ol lost; II you’ve 
just added a new son or 
dauRhlor to your family; l( 
HE nas finally asked you to 
become his wile; l( you or 
someone In your lamily is 
celebrating a very special oc- 
' caslon...
Who?
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Arts centre eyed 
for peninsula
The Saanich Peninsula may be in line 
for a new arts centre if a proposal by the 
Saanich Peninsula Arts and Crafts 
Society (SPACS) is accepted by North 
Saanich council.
The society’s proposal, which has 
been referred to committee A for further 
examination, calls for a $75,000 centre 
containing some 3,000 square feet.
It would be constructed on one-half 
acre of municipally-owned property on 
McDonald Park Road between the road 
and a nearby football field.
The society has asked council to 
donate the necessary land and in return 
the society will foot the cost of con­
struction of the centre and pay for all 
utilities and maintenance.
The society has also propo.sed to turn 
the centre over to the municipality and 
lease both the land and building from 
North Saanich for SI per year through a 
50-year lease.
In addition, SPACS has assured 
council that if the proposal is accepted 
the group will not “at any time request 
further financial assistance from the 
municipality through grants or in any 
other way.’’
Betty Powell, immediate past- 
president of SPACS, told council in her 
presentation that the site along 
McDonald Road is preferred because 
the society wants a “high profile’’ 
location to make it more desirable and 
accessible to the public.
She said the society has approached 
Sidney council with a request to use 
Sanscha Hall, but was told it is not 
available. Powell added Sidney council 
“has very little public property 
available”.
Powell also asked council to suggest 
alternative sites for the centre should the 
McDonald Park Road property not be 
available,
Alderman Jim Camming told Mrs. 
Powell the application would have to be 
reviewed because the land was originally 
a gift Irotn the ministry of highways to 
the municipality, who in turn have made 
it available to Saanich school district for 
its purposes.
He suggested that following the 
review of any previous commitments, 
council would return to the society for 
negotiations.
Mrs. Powell told council all the other 
alternatives had been investigated by the 
society and deemed too expensive.
She said funds for the construction 
would come from the B.C. Lottery Fund 
and the society itself. Powell said 
representatives of the society met with 
Provincial Secretary Hugh Curtis and 
discussed possible funding.
She said Curtis “expressed interest in 
the project which, he said, he hoped 
■would proceed.’’ However, Curtis said 
the society must be willing to make some 
contribution to the capital cost — 
“perhaps 10 to 15 percent.’’




WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
miCiS IFTEaiVE: OCI. IS, 26, 27 1 26, 1979
mr
Continued from Page 1 
post-secondary education, 10th in terms 
of the percentage of the labor force in 
professional occupations and to bear the 
cost’’.
She said Saanich ranked fourth in the 
province in terms of population with 
post-secondary education, 10th in terms 
of the percentage of the labor force in 
professional occupations and 14th in 
terms of family income.
McMurphy concluded by saying the 
association’s proposals were only 
“priority items” as the teachers “did 
not want to come asking for the moon”.
She added teachers “appreciated the 
difficulty of explaining increased costs 
to the public” and were willing to join in 
any joint presentation with trustees.
Board chairthan Lois "Walsh, told 
trustees after NIcMurphy had firiished 
speaking that they could ask questions, 
but should not debate the proposals.
However Kristianson observed that 
the brief made “provocative 
statements” without evidence — though 
overall it was “interesting”.
“Why do we run out of chalk?” 
Kristianson queried. “Ten years ago 
schools had a lot less money. Did they
run out of chalk then?”
McMurphy said a lot of money went 
on Xerox expenses — citing one school 
which made 40,000 copies per month, 
not counting Gestetner and Copytron 
output.
Kristianson challenged another 
passage in the report stating teachers 
“obligated themselves” to donors of 
materials.
“What does that mean?” he queried.
Kristianson asked McMurphy to state 
how she would relate the quality of 
education in the district to the province 
as a whole, to which McMurphy replied 
it was “admirable” judging by 
scholarships and cultural activities — 
but added; “Idon’t think it can go on; 
we’re at the breaking point”. ■
Kristianson said the “real question” • 
was how much money society as a whole 
was prepared to spend on education — 
which went further than the mill rate, 
which was just a ratio.
He said the problems for school 
boards had begun when the former NDP 
government had given school districts a 
special grant in 1974 to help them reduce 
pupil-teacher ratios, but did not repeat 
the grant the following year.
Marcia Morrison, who heads up the res­
idential canvass for the Sidney-North Saanich 
United Way campaign, displays drop-off 
boxes for donations now located at Beacon 
Town Square, Flint Motors, Harvey's 
Sporting Goods, Sidney Super Foods and 
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chamber of commerce 
overwhelmingly endorsed 
the proposed Sidney break- 
water-harbor development 
at an Oct. 18 meeting. And 
chamber president Denis 
Paquette said Monday that 
in respon.se to his question, 
“Should the development 
be an election issue?” there 
was a massive “yes” from 
the chamber, “there was 
trcmendotis enthusiasm,” 
he.said.
Following a question 
period, Paquette asked 
members of they were in 
favor of the development 
and “there was resounding 
agreement." Paquette said 
there was only one pcrsoti 
who spoke mu against the 
proposal.
Past president Chick 
Goodman said Monday he 
wasn’t in agreement with 
Paquette that the haibui 
development be a campaign 
issue in the Nov, 17 
municipal cicetion.
Goodman said he 
thought it was time the 
cliamber started a public 
awareness campaign on the
breakwater-harbor plan, “1 
don’t think we need another 
study on the breakwater. 
Instead of that, we should 
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Hallowe’en is one thing but if a child comes 
“a-souling” to your door on All Souls Day, 
November 2, it might be wise to give him 
something. Particularly if he says to you:
Soul! Soul! for a soul cake!
I pray good missis, a soul cake.
An apple, a pear, a plum or a cherry 
Any good thing to make us merry.
One for Peter, two for Paul,
Three for Him who made us all.
Up with the kettle and down with the pan.
Give us good alms and we’ll be gone.
First instituted in a monastery in Clugny in 
993 A.D. All Souls Day is still a festival in 
some parts of England. Cakes are solicited 
and eaten in Shropshire.
But the big autumn festival, Ail Hallows 
Eve on Oct. 31 and All Saints Day on Nov, 1, 
began with the ancient Druids and Celts and 
even the pre-Celts who believed that The 
Great Lord of Death, Saman or Samhain, 
called together all the wicked souls who had 
been condemned in the past 12 months to 
inhabit the bodies of animals. Great bonfires 
on hilltops were lit by the peasantry to keep 
the spirits at bay.
The date was associated with the return of 
the herds from the pastures and, at that time, 
laws and land tenures were renewed. It began 
as a religious festival but, over the years, 
acquired a sinister connotation with ghosts, 
witches, hobgoblins, black cats, fairies and 
demons of all kinds roaming abroad.
beliefs eroded the Christian festival 
of All Hallows Eve and it became more and i 
more secular in its celebration.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
In Scotland it became a time for divinations 
=io|gmarriage%One! w^ which a young 
^ women would determine ^whether or not she 
would wed in the following year was to dive 
I or duck for aijples; If she captured ari apple 
; she Slept with it under her pillow in the sure 
knowledge that she would dream of her lover .
In some parts of England Hallowe’en was 
known as “Chalk Back Day,” because young 
' ruffians would chalk the backs of passers-by 
and run shouting “Hallowe’en.” In other 
parts it was known as “Nut Crack Night.” 
The custom was for girls to place two nuts 
side-by-side in the grate. If they burst and 
flew apart it was a bad omen. If they burned 
together her marriage prospects were good 
for the following year.
Black cats are traditionally associated with 
witches and Hallowe’en but more feared than 
the cat, in medieval days, was the white hare. 
When a maid was loved not wisely but well, 
went the tradition, she might die of a broken 
heart. Her spirit would come back as a white 
hare and, invisible to all but him, haunt her 
deceiver. Ultimately it would cause his death. 
Happy Hallowe’en.
Looking Back
From the Oct. 23,1919 issue 
Three new fire commissioners were also elected at a 
citizens’ meeting. They included Messrs. O.C, Weymss, 
A. Harvey and N. Frallck, Mr. W. Cowell was re­
elected fire chief while Messrs. A. Critchlcy and P. 
Coleman were chosen deputies.
SO YEARS A GO:
From the Oct. 24,1929 Issue 
Miss Rosa Matthews is again on duty at the Sidney 
Trading Co. after a three-weeks' vacation in Winnipeg. 
Miss Helen Cochran substituted at the store during Miss 
Mathews’absence.
That same week the Sidney Trading Co. was holding 
its big pre-Christmas clearance with bargains like a box 
of Sugar Crisp Corn Hakes scliing for nine cents a box, 
Airy Fairy Cake Flour for 33 cents, and Aylmer Soup 
for the low, low price of only 10 cents per can.
40 YEARS AGO:
, From the Oct. 25,1939 issue
A sum of $27.45 was realized from a bridge party held 
by Mrs. E, Livesay at her home Monday evening. The 
money will be in aid of the poppy fund for the Canadian 
Legion.
Congratulations arc extended to Mr. and Mrs. 
William Adler, Deep Cove, on the occasion of their 47th 
wedding anniversary on Sunday, Oct. 22.
30 YEARS AGO:
From the Oct. 26,1949 Issue 
A boathouse belonging to A.T. Pearce and adjacent 
/to hl-s home on Lochsidc Rood was destroyed Thursday, 
Oct. 20. Both the North Saanich Volunteer Fire Brlpdc 
and the .Saanich Fire Department answered the call, 
Habcil Chubb of Tod Inkt, BfciUwoodliusiichlcvfd 
the ambition of many people; he has drawn a horse in 
the IrWt Hospitals’ Swccpsiakci,
20 YEARS AGO:
From III* Oft, 28, IWI9 Issue 
Quick Bcllon on the part of Tirn O'Donnell Is credited 
wiih having saved an elderly man from drowning in 




Letters to the editor
Something for us?
Last week’s Review had an article about a dance held 
at the Knights of Pythias Hall on Fourth St. It stated 
kids were unruly. In our opinion, it was the Mounties 
who were unruly. They neglected to say that the small 
amount of booze found was given to them by one of the 
dance attendants, which they themselves (RCMP) 
dumped out on the side of the hall itself. They also 
neglected to say that the two thrown in jail were 30 and 
24 years of age. Hardly what you would call unruly 
kids.
At this point, we would also like to add, that if a 
person is found with alcohol on their breath, why not 
give them a ride home and thank them for not driving, 
instead of throwing them in as “a guest of the Queen’ 
which you later boast about in the town paper. If not, 
leave them be and let them walk home.
.Another point we would like to add about our brave 
Mounties. y/hilst the dance was being closed down 
(around 10 or so) one of the dance members requested, 
over the loud speaker “Would one of the RCMP 
responsible for shutting us out, please come up here and 
explain why.” The request was made three times, ; 
needless to say not; one of the sbe to 10 Mounties would 
/come forward.^That display hardly deserves any credit 
for courage or guts, or even for setting an example to 
thekidsforthatmatter.^^^^^^^^^^^ ^ :;' /
/ Another thing worth adding: if you were so worried 
about what we do in the hall, why weren’t you worried 
about what we do out on the streets? At least in the hall 
you had us all congested in one spot. Now since most of 
you RCMP and otherwise, seem to t}iink you know 
what’s best for us, tell us, what are we supposed to do 
on weekends? There is no pool hall, no theatre, the 
bowling hall is reserved for leagueplayers. There is no 
teen centre. The recreation centre is too far if you don’t 
drive. If we walk Beacon ewe usually get told to split or 
be charged with loitering, or thrown in jail. Usually the 
latter.
Keep in mind that you to were once a teenager. I’ll bet 
10 to one you didn’t sit home and play checkers. Lets 
here some ideas. You built the senior citizen centre, now 
how about something for us,
Sidney Teenagers 
[Name and address 
withheld]
are unloved, uncared for and who live simply to indulge 
in “wild, crazy orgies of destruction,” who, according 
to the author are bent on making life miserable for the 
God fearing WASP’s of the self-same community.
Apparently Mr. Murphy has a great deal of training 
in psychology and related fields to be able to make 
statements such as “They are angry-enraged in fact and 
they are taking it out on anything and everj'thing.” I 
admit however, that 1 do doubt his ability to understand 
anyone who is hot greying at the temples or who does 
not remember World War II clearly.
I find it impossible to accept that any amateur 
philosopher has the audacity to profess to knowing the 
motives for vandalism or any other related problems in 
Central Saanich.
Throughout the article Mr. Murphy seems bent on 
describing all responsible families as angry, drunken, 
oversexed refugees from broken homes and marriages. 
Perhaps Mr. Murphy feels the simpliest way to alleviate 
all problems in Central Saanich is to remove all persons 
. between the ages of 13 and 29 and their families.
V In this way the community as a whole would best be 
served and/the ancient philosophies and their owners 
could be laid ’dqwn arid allowed to collect dust without - 
fear of drstutbance from the reckless youths of Central
: y. ■/ /■/,■/';/., ;
■ / /Ij , as d^'friariy in Central Saanich, feel that this 
cqnununity’s interests would best be served by in­
stigating the use‘bf a rwreation centre or equivalent; a 
/ disused garage is fine for 1958 Packards and rats but 
people need a place to get away from four grey walls.
Obviously Mr. Mufphy shares the opinion of Central 
Saanich council that riioney should be spent as they see 
fit, not as to the needs of the people in this area.
In closing, Mr. Murphy felt that some of his com­
ments were perhaps/’grandfatherish!” I think the word 
he was looking for was Antediluvian.
Alison M. Chapman 
WelchRd.,
..........  ■ , R.R.#3 .
Gone too far
Spare the rod
Pat Murphy’s column in last week’s Review sum­
marizes pretty well the social situation in which we find 
ourselves, both here on the peninsula and elsewhere, 
where wc have groups of young people hell-bent on 
destruction. However, psycbologisis and parents who 
would prefer to study and analyse the behaviour of 
children and teenagers, with attempts to correct with 
measures other than discipline are, as 1 sec it, closing the 
barn door after the horse is out, My old-fashioned 
remedy would be to give a few deserving good whacks 
on the rump nt an early age, starting at the crib stage,
Have you ever observed a mother cat with her litter 
and seen bow she not only offers tender loving care but 
also strikes out with her paw when her little ones get out 
of hand? We could certainly learn a lesson from nature 
and get our little ones in shape right now, for their own 
good as well as that of society.
No doubt I will have a thunderous herd upon me for 
even uiicrlng such thoughts, and if I were in Sweden, 
may even be taken into custody, There is a law there 
now that forbids parents from spanking their children, 
and anyone, including their children, may inform on 
them. (Can’t you sec a situationwhere a child threatens 
to Inform on his parents if they dare lay a finger on 
him? Sounds more like a Gestapo or KGB state rather 
than Sweden),
Of course there arc exceptions to every rule, But now 
that I’m a grandmother 1 ciin look back and sec the 
satisfying results of tender care, consistency, and above 





After reading Mr. Murphy’s comments on vand.ilism 
andThc “wild,'' ‘'Crazy," “Rccklesi" youths who 
commit these heinous crimes, 1 have a few of my own 
views 1 waiikl like the people of Cciiual Smuiieli and it's 
medieval council to know.
Throughout the article Mr, Murphy displayed an 
amazing talent for altering relatively simple English 
words to lit his warped description of the younger 
generation in Central Saanich, which he teferred to 
simply as "they." He has succeeded In portraying the 
youths of this community as monstrous heathens who
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Record M.ox, (Oct. 17. *60) 21.1®c
Mean Min................................5.3®c ■
Record Min. (Oct. 10. *46) .•2.2®c
Mean Temp.............................9.6®c
Precipitotion .............. 557.3 mm
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(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaveir)
FULFORD HARBOUR 
Times Shown are “Standard Times”
Thu. 0050 2.3 0845 10.3 1400 8.2 1810 9.3
Fri. 0135 2.3 0950 10.4 1505 8.4 1900 9.1
Sat. 0230 2.5 1050 10.5 1625 8.4 1950 8.8
Sun. 0325 2.8 1145 10.7 1750 8.1 2045 8.5
Mon. 0430 3.2 1235 10.8 1850 7.4 2240 8.2
Tue. 0540 3.7 1310 10.8 1935 6.6
Wed. 0020 8.2 0630 4.3 1355 10.9 2020 5.5
Undertaking Sociciy 
meinbersitip I'cc ap­






Pastor Ernie Kratofi) 
Phone 477-8478 
Saanichton Elementary School 
1649 Mt. Newton X Rd.
10:00 a.m. 
11:00 a.m.




Sunday, Oct. 28 
9:30 a.m. Holy
Communion 
Wednesday, Oct. 31 
10:00 a.m. Holy
Communion 
"‘^'ST.'STEPHEN^S';: / . 




7:30 p.m. Praise & 
Worship 
Rev. Ivan Putter 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 














Fomily Service ond 
. Sunday School. 
1,1:^ o.m.:
/Rev. Melvin H; Adams 
Office: 652-2713 




7180 East Soanich Rd. 
9:45 o.m. 
BRENTWOOD 
7162 Wes) Soonlch Rd. 
11:15 o.m.
Boby Fold Provided -
OUR
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030 Third St., Sidney 
(while under construction) 
Saturday Mass ojily 
7 p.m. at St.Paul’s 
United Ghiirch // 
2410 Mala view
[
I don’t smoke. Not only that, 1 don’t believe that 16 is 
a good or a right age to legally allow it.
However, schools on this peninsula have gone too 
far.
Smoking is an addiction and rightly or wrongly 
people of 16 are within their rights: so what on earth is a 
nicotine addict meant lo do cooped up in school for six 
hours? Probably try and sneak a smoke. Perhaps a 
smoking room would cut down on that.
Parklands seems to feel it has jurisdiction over pupils 
to and from school. It would be interesting to test that 
one if a person comits a crime on the way to or from 
school! Also, what gives Parklands the right to forbid 
people to smoke across the road from school? Surely 
they do not own the sidewalks.
Plciise note, this letter is not on the issue of smoking 





This letter is of concern to all parents of teenagers on 
the peninsula. The Sidney Teen Activity Group (STAG) 
in conjunction with Saanichton Teen Activity Group, is 
sponsoring a Hallowe'en dance at Sanscha Hall on Nov. 
2, 8 p.rn. - midnight. The dance will be fully
chaperoned.
We would appreciate it if all parents would allow 
their teens to attend as this is a fund-raising endeavour 
to promote our winter activities. For further in­




In 1952, while residing on James Island, I nrsi 
became acquainted with Mrs. Berry and The Sidney 
Review, Over these many years Mrs. Berry ha.s been 
most helpful to me in my writing efforts and was never 
loo busy to give me the benefit of her advice or 
suggestions.
Even in communities the size of Sidney, North 
Saanich or Centr,al Saanich, the demands and pressures 
on a newspaper office would norninlly tax the patience 
of the best natured person, but Esther never scented to 
“Uipiclici cuor' tvcii uiidci inosl HyingciftuinslafKt.s,
Our friendship has developed over the years and I feel 
there is no one who has earned rctifcmcni more; 1 feel 
certain her many friends join me in wishing her many 
happy years ot rest anu relaxation.
IMn.lJ.W.Ilowl 
9U9 Lochtid* Drive
Conllnned on Page 5
OLDFIELD ROAD 
GOSPEL CHAPEL





11:00 a.m. Worship 
6:00 p.m. Gospel
Rally
Rev. Sam Jenkins 
Oct. 23-26 7:30 p.m.














ALL ARE WELCOME 





0364 McDonald Park Rd. 








7:00 p.m. Praise & Share 
Tliursday
7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
“Preaching the Christ- 





9925 FIFTH STREET, 
SIDNEY, B.C. 
Sunday Services 
10:00 a.m. Sunday School 






"With Christ at heart 
and you in mind."
Angilcon Church of Conodo '
THE PARISH 


























Rev, Robert Saiisom 
65(1-4870 656-5322




Meets each Sunday 
Keating Elem. School 
68-13 Central Saanich Rd.
Lord's Slipper 9:30 a.m. 





The Church By The Lake
Elk Lake
Community Baptist
5363 Pal Day Hithway
9:30 a.m. Family
Church School 
10:3U ii,m. «fe 7:30p,m, 
Rev.









7008 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay 





2295 Weller Ave. 


















6; 3 0p.m. Pioneer
Girls
Wednesday
7:30 p.m. Bible Study
. Sjir Ft »*.*, Ct





as a matter of fact . .
by
pat miirpliy
There’s a lot of farmland in this part of the world and, 
for that reason alone — let alone the involvement of a 
principle — the B.C. cabinet decision to exempt a parcel of 
Fraser Valley land from the agricultural land reserve, has 
got to be important.
Even more important is the fact that the cabinet’s en­
vironment and land use committee is withholding any 
explanation of why it over-ruled the B.C. Land Com­
mission and released 626 acres of Langley farmland for 
development as an industrial park.
Environment Minister Rafe Mair supported the action 
which triggered the resignation of the respected land 
commissioner and former chairman Gary Runk who said:
“That’s some of the best farmland in the Fraser Valley. 
If that’s allowed to go, what the hell are we (the com­
missioners) doing wasting our time?’’
Mair saw nothing wrong with the committee action nor 
did he fault intervention with the committee on the part of 
B.C. Hydro which made a case for the foreign-owned 
developing company, Gloucester Properties Ltd. Nor did 
Mair see anything wrong with the fact that a member of 
Gloucester’s board of directors worked during the last 
election for Health Minister Robert McClelland.
Come on now, Rafe. We know you’re pretty insensitive 
— you’ve proved that several times in the past — but you 
can’t really believe that we rural types are not concerned 
about the fact that your cabinet chums — you weren’t even 
present at the meeting, were you, Rafe — trampled all over 
the decision of the commission set up and appointed as the 
final authority in these matters.
Don’t forget, Rafe, that although the B.C. Land 
Commission was established by those nasty Socialists, its 
value was reinforced by your own government which 
allowed it to survive. And, Rafe, it is also important to 
remember that the agricultural land reserve has the support 
of a very large number of the voters in this part of British 
Columbia — a very large number!
We who are close to the rural scene, Rafe, are shocked 
every once in a while to find out how little land outside the
farmland reserve is left for development. It comes to light 
every once in a while that developable land remaining is in 
small parcels, mostly less than 50 acres.
That means, of course, that the pressure being imposed 
on the land commission becomes more and more heavy and 
developers wait on the fringes grabbing what they can. And 
it means they will use any methods they can to have land 
released for residential or commercial development. 
They’re hungry Rafe, hungry. And don’t forget it.
So, 1 guess, Rafe, you and your cabinet colleagues in­
cluding that silly man, Highways Minister Alex Fraser, 
who said the cabinet decision was an example of democracy 
in action, had better take a look at the whole principle of 
farmland conservation. Do you want to protect British 
Columbia’s dwindling supply of farmland or don’t you?
I f you don’t, Rafe, let us know and a lot of us will get to 
hell out of the province before it turns into a commercial 
and industrial horror. If you do, tell your cabinet 
colleagues to stop making exceptions and exemptions while 
you are absent from meetings.
In any event, Rafe, somebody owes us an explanation of 
just why that 626 acres was released.
i
No government funding
Continued from Page 4
May I thank you for your excellent and timely 
editorial entitled “Anxious Time for Gillain’’. It 
portrayed in a very realistic sense the status of Gillain 
Manor Services which now operate under the Gillain 
Foundation.
It is unfortunate however, as indicated in a letter to 
the editor column Sept. 26, that there are still 
misconceptions concerning Gillain and its relationship 
to governments. The esteemed gentleman, and his 
quotation of an unaware government official, are both 
incorrect.
May I emphasize that at no time have provincial or 
other governmental funds been provided in the 
financing, construction, or in the operation of any 
services for Gillain Manor. There was an initial offer to 
guarantee mortgage financing, which was never ac­
cepted. All development and other costs have to date 
been underwritten and contributed by the private sector. 
It is time that this is changed.
If alcoholism is ever to achieve the recognition this 
illness costs the citizens of this province, we must finally 
provide the same quality of care that we approach any 
other illness.
That includes proper treatment benefits. After all, the 
revenues received from the manufacture and sale of 
beverage alcohol help to pay for the care and prevention 
of every other illness.
It should also be recognized that over 95 per cent of 
the alcohol dependent population, which in this
Club 's happy
On our observance of National Newspaper Week 
1979, may I , on behalf of our club members, thank the 
Review and its staff for their contribution and support 
of the Sidney and Peninsula Kiwanis Club activities in 
our communtiy.
A special thanks to Tom Cronk for his continued 
assistarice and cooperation in covering the events in 
which we have taken part in the last year. His coverage 
of the United Way bingo was excellent. ^ ^ ^
Our members take pride in achieving the objectives 
and goals of Kiwanis International in our community 
and we sincerely appreciate your help in achieving them.
Glen Douglas, past president 
Sidney and Peninsula Kiwanis Club 
P.O. Box 2121 
Sidney
Special issue
Your editorial comments in a recent issue reminding 
the people of the coming municipal elections is much 
appreciated; now is the time to evaluate the past 
achievement of councils and especially the performance 
of members who may seek re-election.
In Central Saanich, council has provided a very 
modernistic police service at a considerable cost, plus 
additional administrative offices and is merrily on its 
way providing a fire station.
It has continued a policy of developing without 
providing anything for the people, which is creating 
numerous problems; the situation at the present time is 
considered very serious.
The Keating Industrial Park — which has long been a 
source of grave anxiety for parents of the 800 students 
who attend the two schools in the area — continues to 
develop, the present .situation is considered extremely 
dangerous.
Council having turned away repeated appeals for a 
higher level of road .safety, now promises that sometime 
in the future the area will be upgraded and in the 
meantime, encourage the use of little children as patrols 
for the safety of others,
Such is the position in Central Saanich today. The 
is.suc is very clear; should development continue 
without providing for the people?
The Keating Industrial Park must be a very special 
issue.
Council's intention to permit the serious situation to 
continue until sometime in the future when it fulfils its 
promise, absolutely disgu.sts mel
I appeal to the people to make the safety of the 
children their rc.sponsibility!
The council is for too busy
The council is far too busy pursuing its own desiresi
G.K. Cliapinun 
6640 Welch Rd, 
K.U.i^3
Bouquet to all
The undersigned was enjoying a visit with Mr. and 
Mrs. Bill Webb, of Vancouver, B.C. and at the .same 
time was proudly showing several areas of our beautiful 
town of Sidney—and then! WhaamI '
Driving through a stop sign has caused much pain, 
suffering, and inconvenience to those involved, Most of 
my pain stems from the realization that I was thedris'er 
at fault.
We would like to express our sincere appreciation to 
those considerate and helpful people at the scene of the 
accident, the ambulance crews and members of the 
RCMP, who were prompt and courteous, and to the 
Saanich Peninsula I lo,H»iial Emergency Ward where Dr, 
Farmer, the nurses, and all the staff, displayed cf- 
firifficy, am,i hdpfuhin'yj In every
bouquet to all.
Itlll Katcliffe 
g.'ifti Kmarrt Tm»rt 
' ‘JIfliwy
province involves over 100,000 persons — represent a 
cross section of the employed, and the employable 
persons from the professions, business, industry, and 
labour, or they are persons related to people in those 
positions. The average alcoholic directly affects a 
conservative five additional persons.
Nevertheless in the care and recovery of the illness 
alcoholism, we still use medieval moralistic and inef­
fective measures. We still imply that alcoholics must do 
penance and heap more shame and indignity on them. 
Conversely recovery with dignity through an 
honourable approach will achieve recoveries and 
permanent sobriety. This has been the history in 
achieving prevention of every other public health 
problem.
Recovery with dignity and without ignorant biases 
will, I hope, continue to be Gillain’s main objective and 
continuing goal.
J. George Strachan 
Former executive director of 
Gillain Manor 






There are three residents on East Clayton road who 
have had their well run dry every year at this time for the 
past three years, and have been trying to persuade the 
water committee of North Saanich council to do 
something about it. Jirn Cummings, chairman of the 
committee, has been sympathetic to their problem .and 
persisted on their behalf till last week his committee 
recommended a six-inch main be extended down 
Clayton to Heather and from Heather down the 11 
Block Clayton far enough to service these people in 
need.■
His recommendation required seven households to 
apply for. hook-.up before this would be carried out. 
This requirement had been met, but the whole 
suggestion was voted down by council — three in 
favour, three against — the mayor having the deciding 
vote — against.
So three wells will have to be deepened, perhaps 
jeopardizing the supply in some of the other 
surrounding wells.
The whole problem of water distribution costs will 
not become less if the matter is postponed. In asking to 
see the five year plan for public works capital ex­
penditures on the water utility system, I discovered that 
$120,000 was budgeted and spent this year, but the 
figures for the next four years i.e.: 1980 - $56,000,1981 
- $48,000, 1982 - $17,500 and 1983 - $37,000, total only 
$158,000.
This projected spending estimate seems very meagre 
for the upgrading of the present inadequate system, 
which according to the community plan is to be up­
graded during stage 1 (1978-82) and thereafter extended 
to eventually include all designated residential areas as 
per the plan.
It is time we faced the fact that this project is not 
going to get cheaper if delayed, and a new distribution 
system should be designed and in the works very quickly 
so that everyone in re.sidential areas have access to it 
when needed.
If Mayor Wc.stwood believes the plan to be such a 
good one, it is time he came out in favour of its 
recommendations re water distribution and use. 
Prdvincial monies arc available and the need for 
adequate and fair distribution cannot be postponed for 
political expediency. Wc need a mayor who is brave 
enough to tackle this expensive project before costs 
escalate completely out of sight,
Edith Gunlney 
11145 Heather Rond, 
R.R.E
Speeding drivers
I am very concerned about the many speeding drivers 
in Sidney and feel 1 mu.st speak but about it before 
anotltcr death occurs.
With the growing population of children in Sidney 
and the shocking statistics in last weeks paper about the 
number of children killed in traffic accidents in B.C. 1 
feel we, as citizens, must be more aggrcs.sive in seeing 
that .speeders are caught.
I wonder how many citizens realize that.they can 
personally report a speeders license to the police and the 
police cun act on that report. I feel this is our rc.spon- 
sibllity because If wc don’t, tomorrow our own children 
or someone clo.se to us may be endangered . Could wc 
live with that?
I have also noticed that many drivers drag race up 
Bciicon Avenue nt night, How can this be allowed? 
Wouldn’t it he great to have a cop on the beat on 
Beacon?
The first cro.sswalk aaftcr coming off the Pat Bay 
highway Is so dangerous. Hass a flashing orange light 
ever been considered? One other place of concern is 
Resthaven and Henry.
Accidents occur in spite of all precaution but I believe 
that In this day and age prevention is the name of the 
game.
I admire very much the new far reaching preventive 
policy of Saanich police. People feel safer with limit*.





Some time ago you ran a 
picture of one Frank Sharp 
sitting on a bench near the 
Anacortes ferry terminal, 
and I have recently received 
a clipping of same. Frank 
Sharp is my brother, and he 
lives at 15 - 10145 Third 
Street, up the block from 
your office, or at least, 
from where it used to be. I 
would very much like to get 
a print of this picture, if 
you still have the original 
negative, and I will gladly 
pay any costs for processing 
and mailing. A print about 
the size of the newspaper 
illustration will do.
I am quite familiar with 
Sidney and vicinity, and 
have been tempted at times 
when visiting my brother, 
to drop in to your office, as 
I am a retired printer with 
many years of news and job 
experience. But I know that 
time is of the essence wl®n 
trying to meet a deadline,^so 
never made it to the 
editorial saiKtuih.
Frank frequently sends 
me clippings.; from The 
Review, especially the 
effusions of the inimitable 
Lt. - Colonel James 
Browne-Harding (Ret.) 
Having had several years of 
military experience, I can 
quite visualize the 
redoubtable colonel, or his 
alter ego, and certainly his 
military references have an 
authentic touch. His 
opinion of The Review and 
its typographic appearance 
is somewhat less than 
flattering, but quite in 
character.
Another clipping that 
evoked pleasant memories 
was one dealing with the 
proposed enlargement of 
the Waddling Dog Inn. I 
have dined there, and well, 
the Steak and kidney pic 
being particularly good. It 
is my hope that before too 
long 1 shall have the 
pleasure of sampling one o r
other of the new 
restaurants in Sidney that 
you have recently featured, 
Sidney does have it all, and 
the fact is evidently 
becoming known to large 
numbers of would-be 
residents.
With every good wish for 







I am presently doing 
research In preparation for 
writing a book about 
Mayne Island. Maync 
Island ha* always been the 
hub of the outer Gulf 
Islands and has played a 
unique role in the historical 
development of that area.
It would be very much 
appreciated if people who 
have pictures, memories or 
information they would like 
to share cotild contact me at 
my Victoria address. I am 
interested in oil periods of 
lime, for Mayne Island’s 
hi'iory baeV, .1,000,: 
years.. '
Mri.R.J.eiioU. 
tM5 Taylor «twt 
Victori, VhW .IF*
Winds gusting up to 100 km/h whipped through the peninsula Sunday night and early 
Monday morning causing problems. Here, the CIL boat‘*Kirkgaard’/used for transporting 
employees to James Island is secured after breaking loose from James Island Wharf and 
drifting up bn rocks nearby. The ship actually broke loose twice during night before work­
men finally tied it down. Damage from high winds included minor power outages, a short irt 













FAMILY PACKS ^6$ JL 9 5 $m 95
Sparklers from 25'^ and up
LOTS OF STOCK
OF 18 YRS. OF AGE. Proof of Age Required,
MON. & TUES. a WED. ONLY
CANDY
LOWNEY'S, HERSHEY'S, BRACH'S, ETC. from
XI
MASKS, MAKE-UP 
& COSTUMES from 59"
o«
-v' PUMPKINS lb 7






MIN $10 ORHEH WITHIN 3 MII.E R ADIim
7855
F. SAANICH WD















Scotch Treat. Regular or Crinkle Cut
".J"-,',










6.5 ox. [189g] tin
Armstrong Mod. 13 ox. [368g] pkg. lis %
Nino Lives. a I
Assorted flavours. ^ / I 
6ox. [170g]tln . .. ^//
Duncan Hln»i,
D«luxs II. Aiiorltd.





Rise N' Shine. Orange. 4-3'/, ox. [92g] pkg.
ShIrrIH, Good Morning.
24 fl. ox,




















Flavour Crystals 'nr,Xi‘^n...^L^ Spaghetti i:;i
Prune Plums Salad Dressing
Jelly Powders 3r:«.“ Sil.OO White Vinegar




























Lean Quality. [$4.16 kg]...................... lb. Jb
® ^ I
Sliced. Skinned & Deveined. '^1 i
In Mono Cups. [$3.72 kg]................ lb. Ja 0®
■Snackery. '^1
4-5”. 300g pkg........................ .. B <
1 *1
I Gainers. Cry-O-Vac. ^ | i
^ O0I19II11 Chunks [$3.28 kg] ... lb. ,£1 0
n ' ' ' ' ' ^ ' i
Schneiders. '^1
^ 1 lb. [454g] pkg. . .......... ...Aw'
or Conditioner. ’jP
Faberge Organic. 450 mL size.........
Maclean's.
Freshmint or Mlldmint. 100 mL tube • •
G.E. Shadow Ban. ,
Pkg. of 2 . . ..... ..... ..... each
Durabeqm.': : • ■'r
With batteries. . :each
Safeway Brand. 1





EKCOf n fw Country Garden cook­
ware Is designed with an imporlani 
difleronce--it performs best with 
dully ut,ti und mlmmuni care ■-and il 
givorv you an opportunity to brighten 
your kitchen and lighten your work­
load at spectacular savingsl
FEATURED 
THIS WEEK
(27 cm) OMELET PAN
Thlt') itom Is fonliKOd this week 
in addition lo items previously 
IntroduGod,
Prices Effective 
October 22nd to 28tli 
in Your Friendljf
(’4.16 kg)
Olympic. Regular. ^ 1
1 lb. [454g] pkg. ........................................... . • A I
t Maple Leaf.




1 lb. [454g] pkg. .........................  A
Schneiders. Chicken. Beef Steak. Steak 
I or Kidney. Frozen. 2-4 oz. [227g] Pies per pkg.
Frozen. '
llOiiS 16oz. [454gjpkg........................... . ■ Am*
0̂  ll Higbllner. Frozen. ^ "I I
IJ i iiiSliS Ronrlom Weights. Pkg......... ........... ...lb. Am'
R®P®rt Brand. Home Style. i
12 oz. [340g] pkg........... .. ......................... ..M
Safeway Brand.
*Pork and Bacon. *Luncheon.



























I (I. ot. [1.0 Litre] |ar ....
Prayer Plant t
5" Pol




Ratketi, , ,, each HI
SUPPORT We reserve the right to limit Quantities. Sales in retail Quantities Only.




Sailing: (Oct. 28) — B Series race of 7.5 miles — 
Canoe Bay Sailing Club. Warming 9:50 a.m. Start time 
10 a.m.
Thoroughbred Racing: Sandown Park - Oct. 26, 27 - 
post time 1 p.m.; Oct. 29 - post time 12:30 p.m.; Oct. 31 
- post time 1 p.m.
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
still only from $21.00 uf
Mostly with full kitchens 
— at no extra cost.
Free parking
Downtown location
Weekly, monthly & farhily 
rates
For brochure and reservations write:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL






Mary's Coffee Bar captain Steve Rice dumps unideh- 
\tified Sidney Bakery player unceremoniously during
Pee Wee House League game Oct. 
Monte Sansregret stops Bakery shot.
20, while goaltender\ 
Tom Cronk Photo.
£1 BUMPER TO FB^MPER
Bumper to Bumpor stores carry up to 30,000 ports and accoasory items for ail types of vehicles.
T.M




I 8' copper conductor cables, tangle proof thermal plastic rub­
ber jacket with 200 amp clamps. 
BC4808 \
gET A BOOST 
^ET A BUCK!
nexible 8/ PVC jacketed 









Quaker State Super 
Blend Oil in convenient 
5 litre container. 0116
NOW ONLY
■■
W.A.R. BRAKE SHOES & PADS
1Z 6 gauge copper conductor cables to.get you 
going. Has 500 amp clamps, neoprene jacketed 
tangle proof design. BC1612 "
V • make s. MODELYEAR 7 1 FRONT DISC PADS 
(SET OF 4)
REAR SHOES M
(SET OF 4) i
CHEVROLET- FUli: SIZE MODELS
1 1971-1978 w/lront disc brakes V 14.99
FORD-GALAXIE, CUSTOM, LTD. 
1973-1977 w/fronl disc brakes :i4.®9'' 12.99!
DODGE DART, PLYMOUTH VALIANT
§ 1967-72 6 cvl. wYlronl disc brakes 14.99 12.99|
SAMPLE LISTINGS-WE CAN SUPPLY FOR MOST MAKES & MODELS
-J GLEAN AND COZY!
A practical yet beautiful approach to interior | 










'Mats to fit most popular model pick-up 




30 Amp Battery Charger with 200 Amp 
Booster for 6 or 12V Batteries. 1 -200
• Multiple Charging Rate
• 200 amp Boost for Fast,
Easy Starts
• Heavy Duty Construction
• 300 Amp Clips








Ht'ips sl.Til wnl onginoB 
Fiinoii.iles;, luonciilo!,. '.ilops 
coifosion on all moiais Sato 
on lubboi, plntiiic and pi'tirilod 
suilacos,. Good lot cat. homo 
and woikbtiop Coniaitis no 








Easy to toad float typo
Batlery
Corrying StropA&c :
Makmi canyiny oat.y 











Haavy Duty iy< ali 6 












11C! t 2 V i,'' 
I iiV'iU'i
A BATTERY OF VALUES!'
Adv«rlis»d item» are nvailable 
while c|uarttltios last. Rain 
checks available It product 
sold out except where sale 
quantities are limited.
Visa and Master Charge 
welcome at moat stores.
«Machine shop service is 




for a living buy 
their parts from 
Bumper To Bumper. 
Shouldn’t you?
Mill OCTOBER 24TH -NOVEMBER 3RD|
Bumper to Bumper Location




LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED 
by ANDY & JOVCt.
Coho
Derby
Some 40 fishermen took 
part in the annual Sidney 
Anglers’ Coho Derby Oct.
14 where 25 fish, weighing 
more than five pounds and 
including seven coho, were 
officially weighed in.
First three prizes went for 
coho and were awarded to 
overall winner Eileen Rose 
who landed a 12 pound 4 
ounch coho on Large Strip 
at Whiskey Point. Second 
place went to Bill Pierce for 
an 8 pound 5 ounce coho; 
Garry Nunn captured third 
place with a 7 pound two 
ounce coho.
Largest fish of the derby 
— a 17 pound 15 ounce 
coho, landed by Harvey 
Dubuc was awarded 
fourth place. Dubuc
hooked *his fish on a buzz 
' bomb at Shute Rock. Fifth 
place went to Barry 
Freeman for a 9 pound 14 
ounce spring salmon taken 
on the Strip at Pym Island.
Sixth place went to Tim 
Conrad (7 pounds 4 
ounces), seventh place to 
Eric' Wilson (7 pound 
coho). Mark Nunn took the 
junior prize for a 4 pound 
12 ounce fish and Fred 
Turner won the hidden 
weight prize with a 3 poiind 
14 ounce fish.7 
A $10 gift certificate 
awarded by Harvey’s 
Sporting Goods was won by 




The Women’s Canadian 
Club of Victoria meets 
Nov. 1 at 2 p.m. in the 
Newcombe Auditorium. 
Guest speaker .is Mel 
Cooper, president of the 
Victoria chamber of 
commerce.
A joint luncheon v/ith the 
Men’s Canadian Club will 
be held at 12:15 p.m. Nov. 
23 in the Empress Hotel. 
Speaker is Lawrence 
Solomon.
The women’s club plans 
its annual Christmas tea 
Dec, 12 in the Empress, 
Membership tickets arc S7 
and these and tickets for the 
joint luncheon ($5.50) 
and Christmas tea ($4,50), 
may be purchased in the 
foyer of the Newcombe, 
Auditorium 1 to 1:45 p.m. 
Nov, I and at Standard 
Furniture, 737 Yates Street,
1 to 4 p.m. Nov. 9.
Sports Shorts
Soccer. Sidney Senior Men’s Division 4 squad lost its 
first game of the season to the Castaways Sunday which 
brings their season record to 2 wins, 2 ties, and 1 loss.^
The 2-0 loss leaves Sidney tied for second position 
with the Royals, Oak Bay, and Croatia, all of whom are 
3 points behind league leading Gorge. Sooke, Duncan, 
Victoria Athletics, Castaways, and Lakehill follow in
that order. .
Field Hockey: Women’s field-hockey play m the 
second divisipn has the Hobbits still winless this season. 
The club whosehome park is Parklands School, has lost 
twice and tied twice in the four matches they have 
played and sit in fifth position in the league standings,
with two points. . . r „ j
Cowichan leads the division with six points, followed
by Rebels Gold and Sailors tied at five points apiece, 
and Evergreens with four points. Sanderlings sit in sixth 
with one point and Rebels Red are still pointless in the 
cellar.
Old-timers Hockey: Len Bland of Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods has taken over as manager of the Peninsula Old- 
timers Hockey club, and according to team spokesman 
Ray Mott, is doing a fantastic job.
Bland has lined up some inexpensive sweaters for the 
team, and most of the sponsorships have come through, 
said Mott. Some are still available, and it is hoped they 
will materialize shortly.
The team has played three games this season -r lost 
two, and won one.
COMPETITOR'’S CALENDAR
Soccer: (Oct. 27) — Div. 4b: Penin Cougars vs 
Cordova Bay Tigers at Wains Pk. - 1 p.m.; 4C: Penin 
Thunderbirds vs Sooke Coasters at Edward Milne 
School - 1 p.m.; 5b: Penin Dolphins vs Cordova Bay 
Colts at Lochside Pk -1 p.m.
6b: Penin Hornets vs Bays/United Dragons at 
Henderson Pk. #1 - 11 a.m.; 6d: Penin Cobras vs 
Cordova Bay Seals at Lochside Park #2-11 a.m.; 7b: 
Penin Eagles vs Knights of Columbus (Duncan) at 
Sidney Elem. - 11 a.m.; 7d; Penin Warriors vs Juan de 
Fuca Duke Masonry at Sangster School -11 a.m.
8 Maple: Penin Kickers vs JdF Langford Esso at 
Sidney Elem. -10 a.m.; Cedar: Penin Steelers vs Gorge 
FC at Kulai Field - 10 a.m.; Hemlock: Penin Rovers vs 
Prospect Lk. Dura Construction at Beaver Lk. Sch. -10 
a.m.
9s: Penin Sharks vs Gordon Head Victoria Auto 
Trans at Greenglade Sch. #1 - 1 - 10 a.m.; s: Penin 
Panthers vs Lansdowne Evening Optimists Rangers at 
Greenglade #2-10 a.m.; w: Penin Whitecaps vs Gordon 
Head Menzies Plumbing at Greenglade #1 -11 a.m. w: 
Penin Rowdies vs Juan de Fuca Tigers at Glen Lk. Sch.
VF. #2'-11 a.m.-,:;':';"";
Sunday, October 28
Oct. 28— Ic; Penin Jets vs Penin Falcons at Wains 
Pk. - 10:30 a;m.; 2b: Penin Flyers vs L.H. McKenae 
Esso at Stelly’s School -10:30 a.m.
Senior Men’s — 4: Sidney vs Croatia at Parklands 
School-2:15 p.m. — October28.





North Saanich teams are successfully participating in 
the Saanich Middle School league and currently have 
teams representing both grade 7 and grade 8 level in girls 
field-hockey and boys soccer. .
Simultaneously, grade 8 boys are actively engaged in 
rugby, preparing themselves for an important city 
tournament on Nov. 7.
The cross-country team is actively involved in the 
Sooke-Saanich League each Wednesday and is 
preparing for a big race in Vancouver on Nov. 10.
Positive activity is the rule of thumb at North Saanich 
and lunch-hours are occupied by an intra-mural sports 
time for all those who wish to sign up. At present we are 
about to launch ourselves into a new series of events.
An intra-mural splash event in the near future, (Oct.
30), is the Great Pumpkin Race where students estimate 
their time for a course and the closest person to his or 
her time is a big winner. Everyone wins however, as 
treats are distributed to everyone who finishes.
A recently completed Divisional Class Race (1600 
m.), has shown that the students in divi.sions 13 (grade 
7), 15 (grade 6) and 16 (grade 8) arc outstanding runners 
for their grade levels. Individual effort for each grade 
level are as noted.
Grade 6 Carl Duncan, Coco Elgood; Grade 7 —- 
Randy Matthews, Nicola Creek; Grade 8 — Doug 
Rogers. Alisa Horth.
Bowlers better
Either the pins arc falling 
better this season, or the 
bowlers at Miracle Lancs 
are getting betier, because 
jQp JO bowlers are far 
above the totals for last 
year’s group.
At the present time the 
Y.B.C. Programme Is full, 
however, the lanes are still 
taking childrens names anti 
if they receive enough, will 
start a Saturday after-noon 
programme, Score keepers 
are still required'.
High lines: Y.B.C.: ' 
Seniors ™ Bruce Rolph, 
499 (184); Juniors - 
Michael Lipcsci, 461 (200);' 
Bantams — Chris Rangel, 
322(121).
Credit Union: -- Sue 
Luscombe, 756 (275); 
Colleen Riddell, 713 (242); 
R. Tripp, 696 (246).
Tues, Commercial: J. 
Steichman, 704(307).
Wed. Legion: li, Nunn, 
746(308).
Thurs. Commercial: R> 
Scott, 706 (299); M.
Burton, 703 (298).
Ladies League: Barb 
Mathews, 285; Dcsslc 
Roberts, 261.
BBYSSm
STEAK, PI2ZA & SEAFOOD 
(Under Now Management)










F im course 
for novices
V VjOfckii*.'''i ■■'•*>•■ *■";'
Both horse and rider show good form during this jump fourth jump at Canadian Combined Training
\on cross-country course. Tricky down-hill jump was Association's trials held Oct. 21 at Island View Beach.
Waniers down Gordon Head
Only tour of the 15 though the teams are 
peninsula soccer clubs won performing well on an 
their matches this weekend, overall basis.
Division 8 Peninsula 
Kickers couldn’t muster 
























■ J; - ■.■'■/■ „■ ■; ^Rowdies.'//'/
Whitecaps
Lansdowne Even. Ops. Bombers 
Gdn. Head ANAF Vets
Bays/United U.C.T.’s




Lansdowne Eve. Ops Caps 
Bays/United Oliver Hounds 
JDF Denny’s Automotive 
; JdF Hampton Huber’s
Lakehill Totem Towing 
Gordon Head Teamsters - 
JdF Glen Valley 







handle the undefeated 
Whitecaps during their 
match Saturday. Manager 
George Jakubowski says an 
unlucky bounce and a 
defensive error by Kickers 
gave the Whitecaps the only 
two goals of the game.
Neil Gregory and Todd 
Jakubowski played well on 
offense while Shane 
Gunster was a standout at 
his midfield position. Chris 
Adam on defence, and Paul 
McIntyre, in goal, played 
their usual strong games.
Division 8 Peninsula 
Steelerswent down 2-1 to 
the Bays/United Hounds 
Saturday, despite out­
standing play by Brent 
Stetchman, Duncan Pplleri, 
and Lee Robson. The game 
was the Steelers first loss of 
the season.
Jason Bpnrieau scored ►>
the Steeler’s only goal on a 
penalty kick.
Peninsula Eagles was one 
of the winning clubs with a 
6-0 defeat of Gorge 
Canadians in their Division 
7 match. Graham Bewley 
scored twice, Douglas 
Fisher David Lawes, John 
Hennsen, and Stevep Preto 
each scored singles.
Coach Lome Scott said 
the' win was a result of a 
total team effort.
Also winners were the 
Peninsula Warriors swho 
downed Gordon Head 
United Commercial 
Travellers 1 -0 during their 
Division 7 Match. The only 
goal of the game was scored 
by Mark Corially — which 
Was enough since the 
Warrior’s defensive'U 
,played'well v//:;;:v
The Canadian Combined 
Training Association’s one- 
day event held at Island 
View Beach Sunday was 
designed basically for the 
novice (pre-training 
division) rider.
Lynn Tricket, one of the 
organizers and recent 
winner of the intermediate 
and intermediate high point 
rider awards for the entire 
province, said the 1 Vi mile 
course was great for young 
horses and riders. It is a fun 
course, she said, and good 
also because of the variety 
of jumps involved.
The Island View course is 
the only one in the area, 
and is situated on property 
owned by the provincial 
government, Frank Ber­
nard, and J.D. Wright. 
Bordering a beach, the 
course suffers slightly from 
weather conditions which 
are harder on the rider than 
the horses. The wind, can 
get quite cold and last year 
the competition was 
drenched in rain.
Training division riders 
also took part in the 
competition which con­
sisted of a dressage event 
and cross-country jumping.
In the cross-country 
jumping, Tom Rose 
collected 20 penalty points 
which dropped him to sixth 
place overall.
On the cross-country, 
Nicola Hives had some 
trouble which cost her the 
second place spot, and Jane 
Stone had one refusal which 
dropped her to sixth place.
Team Placings: Teams 
usually consist of four 
riders, with only the best' 
three scores counted, 
although there can be a 
team with only three riders. 
If a three-rider team has 
one of the riders eliminated, 
;however, the entire team is 
eliminated.
Pre-Training: Sonya
Young, Jill Yonge, Nigel 
total penalty pts. 288.7; 
Katy Futter, Jenny Pipes, 
Janet Agombart, Susan 
Evans, total penalty pts. 
300.8; Alan Munro, Jane 
Stone, Anne Stewart, total 
penalty pts. 337.6.
Training Division: Nicola 
Hives, Tim Wait, Rowen 
Hives, Kim Dennison, total 
penalty pts. 346.8; Vicki 
Stubbs, Sally Yonge, Tricia 







Thoroughbreds running again at Sandown Park Oct. 20 
had to cope with sloppy track. Barbie Baby, owned by the 
American Country Western Stable, was ridden to victory in 
the 7th race, the Shrine Invitational Purse \for fillies and 





Located in a quiet cul-de-sac this 3 
bedroom home built to N.H.A. 
specifications in 1962 offers comfort and 
quality. The driveway is wide enough to 
accommodate a boat or R.V. together 
with the family car. The owner is a keen 
gardener, and has an excellent vegetable 
garden. The house Itself has a stucco 
finish,'and largely eliminates outside 
painting. The living room has wall to 
wall carpet fitted over oak hardwood 
flooring. The three bedrooms are apart 
rrom the living area and arc conducive lo 
quiet repose, Offered at $67,500.
John Bruce 6S6-202J





Tlf LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
★ LOCAL BILLING
★ DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
★ BURNER SERVICE








GP W T L GF GA Pts.
Fire & Police 3 2 1' 0 13 10 5
Credit Union 3 2 0 1 14 16 4
Sidney Pharmacy 3 2 0 1 13 8 4
Bob Whyte Marine 3 1 1 1 12 8 3
Sidney Lions 3 1 0 2 10 12 2 j















Dii. E.L. DAHL, D. V.M.
&
DR. M.S. DAHL, D. V.M.
Large & Small Animals
2327 Beacon Ave.
In The OFFICE HOURS
Beacon Plaza Phone Mon.-Fri. 9-12 a.m.
Mall 656-3955 1-5 p.m.










Open Sundays 10 a.mP4 p.m. 
9768 - Sth St., Siciiiey ; -;
Thu •pMtal U cwollaUa at all 20 ciov«rdala Point nV
Pap«rlocotlon*InB.C. ^


























ivc aiavc nz RistiT to im acAtsmu
Prices Effective: Oct. 24 thru Oct. 28/79











Central Saanich police 
reported “a very quiet 
week” with a couple of 
break-ins and thefts 
highlighting their list of 
investigations.
A home on Hovey Road 
was broken into Oct. 17 in 
which a watch and a sum of 
money was taken. Police 
say the matter is still under 
investigation.
A Central Saanich youth 
had a double dose of bad 













bicycle was stolen from 
Stelly’s school and then two 
days later his watch valued 
at $500 was taken from the 
school locker room.
Another bicycle was 
reported stolen, this time on 
Oct. 15 from a White Road 
residence. It was valued at 
$30.
Halloween came early for 
five Brentwood juveniles 
when they were ap­
prehended Oct. 18 while in 
the process of overturning 
cement barricades and 
placing them in the centre 
of the road in Brentwood.
The five youths are also 
under investigation in 
connection with a series of 
incidents involving 
damaged mailboxes.
Centennial Park was the 
scene of a vandalism in­
cident this week when 
someone in a car ripped up 
the turf by doing three 
“donuts”.
Some $3,000 in damage 
resulted from, a two-car 
crash on Pat Bay Highway 
involving two Victoria 
drivers. A car driven by 
Geoffrey Browtt of 
Brunswick Place was north­
bound on Pat Bay Highway 
near Island View Road 
when the car hit a puddle of 
water and spun out into the 
passing lane.
The Brown vehicle then
hit a second car driven by 
Peggy Ann Shepherd of 
Craigflower Road as the 
Shepherd vehicle came 
around the corner. There 
were no injuuries and no 
charges were laid.
Police found a bicycle 
this week that was stolen in 
Sidney Oct. 12. The bike 
was returned to its owner.
A bike' reported stolen two 
weeks ago was also 
recovered on Island View 
Beach.
More than $400 worth of 
building materials was 
stolen from a Conada Road 
site in Brentwood. The theft 
took place sometime 
between Oct. 8 and 10, but 
was not reported until this 
week.
Central Saanich police 
have also received com­
plaints of vehicles illegally 
passing school buses. Police 
warn motorists that it is 
illegal to pass a school bus 
in either direction when the 
bus is stopped and its lights 
are flashing.
Finally. Police received 
queries concerning 
“suspicious” $5 bills, but 
report the bills are only 
recent releases from the 
federal government.
On the Sidney! and North 
Saanich police front, 
RCMP report a break-in 
took place at Sidney Clean-
DR. EDMUND FORD
Of Portage LaPrairie, Manitoba 
Will be Opening 
An Office For
General Practice of Medicine
In
Brentwood Village Square
Effective Oct. 29,19^79 Ph. 652-3637
■ !' y.;-'
- * '■tf'v A*-.





A SHdPPIMG Buying that first home is a big step for everyone.
That’s why we’ve expanded our program to make it easier for more British 
Columbians to buy a moderately priced home as their first home.
The Review attracts loyal readers who 
subscribe to or buy the paper regularly, 
welcbihing us into their homes as opposed 
to the numerous giveaway tabloids 
flooding the area.
Our Newspaper audience is the over­
whelming majority of all adults in our 
market area. Such coverage is unmatched 
by radio for all stations combined and 
even a combination of best prime-time 
shows.
Our new FIRST HOME GRANT of $1,000 
is available for all eligible British Columbians.
■■
In the race for retail sales, the proven 
medium is newspaper advertising.
This grant can In; used lu buy any type orhome"-ncw, old, single family, condominium, 
mobile home, townlunisc. Any lype of home purchased after July 18 can be acceptable, so 
long as it falls within certain price limits. From July 18 to December 31,1979 these limits 
are $54,000 in the (ireater Vancouver and Capital Regional Districts and Fraser Valley
communities up lu and including Chilliwack, and $50,000 elsewhere in the Province.
W
MR. RETAILER





Remember this gram is available for FIRST 
11 OMITS ONl.Y. If you’ve owned a hnmc before
■“Whether in Hriiish Columbia or elsewhere..
you are not eligible,
'fhe purchaser must also meet one of the fol­
lowing residemial requiremems:
(1) Lived in RC, fnr a eominvious period of not 
less than two years im mediately prior to the 
purchase of the lunne, OR
(2) lkMn in B.C, and a Canadian citizen at the 
time of applicaticm, OR
(3) Lived in B.C, for n coiuinuotis period of five 
years at any lime, and a Canadian citizen at 
the time of application,
Ofeourse, our FAAULY F'lRS'l'llOiNlH GRANT 
of up iOj$2,500 still remains available for those 
with a dependent child under 19,
If you have not received any previous benefit, 
and arc unable to qualify for either of the above 
FIRST llOMB grams, remember the NEW 
HOME Bim.DING GRAN'L of $1,000 is still 
available until Decemher 31,1979,To qualify for 
this grant, you don’t need to he buying your 
F'IRS'T home, but it docs h.'U’c to be a NEW 
home.
i,.'.
656-1151 Provinch of British ColumbiaMinistry ol Lands. Parks and Housing
Honourable Jamos R. Chabol, Minislor
liMMi
up Service on McDonald 
Park Road. Entry was 
gained by forcing a sliding 
window. The matter is still 
under investigation.
A forced entry was also 
made this week at the coffee 
shop at Van Isle Marina 
where, a number of 
foodstuffs were taken.
RCMP have ap­
prehended a suspect and 
will be laying charges 
following a reported theft 
of a number of batteries 
from Dave’s Chevron 
Service on Beacon Sunday.
Police received reports 
that a number of vehicles 
had been tampered with 
over the weekend at Sidney 
Auto Sales.
Wilful damage this week 
included a tire slashing 
incident involving a car 
belonging to a Lovell Street 
resident, and damage to 
quarry equipment on West 
Saanich Road.
In addition RCMP report 
four unknown youths 
smashed the window of a 
McDonald Park Road 
resident’s car.
Three impaired drivers 
were charged in Sidney over 
the weekend, one as a result 
of a motor vehicle accident 
at Tyron Road and Pat Bay 
Highway. There were no 
injuries as, a result of the 
mishap.
The other two impaired 
charges came from routine 
checks. A routine check 
also resulted in charges of 
possession of marijuana 
against a Sidney man. As 
well, one local man was 
suspended from driving for 
24 hours and two others 
were jailed for being drunk 
in a public place.
Television
program
For JurOur itijhrmitdott tvul (ipplkoiim forms for 
any of iluv' plrasc contact Ahnistip' offices.
The upcoming Nov. 17 
• municipal election has put 
paid but only tem­
porarily, Mike Stanlake 
hopes—- to the televising of 
Sidney couriciT '
Stanlake, director of 
programs for Saanich 
Cablevision; said Friday he 
had hoped to start televising 
council meetings in mid- 
October but to do so, he 
now realizes, would give 
incumbents an unfair 
advantage in the election.
He said he could check 
with CRTC to see if the 
same rules hold good for 
municipal elections,, as for 
federal and provincial 
elections but “CRTC works 
very slowly. By the time 1 
get an answer wc’ll be into 
December, I don’t want to 
take a chance on it.”
Even if it were per­
missible, Stanlake said he 
didn’t think the 
programming would be fair 
lo newcomers on the 
election scene. “Television 
coverage would give in­
cumbents an advantage,” 
he said.
Problem is, once the 
election is over, changes on 
council may mean Stanlake 
will have to obtain per­
mission once more to 
televise meetings. A dif­
ferent council may not 
relish the intrusion of 
cameras in council 
chambers,
But Stanlake hopes he’ll 
still be able to go ahead 
with the programming, 
even though it's a lot of 
work lining it up.
“It’s really worthwhile,” 
he said. "Why? Because 
there’s a tremendous 
apathy in politics.” Being 
able to view mayor and 
aldermen from an armchair 
vantage point may 
. stimulate some interest in 
elections, Stanlake believes.
Remember last June's 
byclcctlon for an aldcr- 
manic scat on Sidney 
council? On the day 
nominations closed three 
people filed papers — and 
that was only because there 
had been some publicity 




Sidney Women’s Aglow 
are Itolding a fellowship 
incciing jit liie .Sidney Hotel 
Oct, 31 at 9:4S a.m. For 
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first phase of construction will start this spring and will include either
Open Daily at 11 a.m.
Tea Cup Reading every Thursday afternoon.
The first phase of a new federal 
marine technology centre in North 
Saanich should be underway as early as 
this spring, says Aid. Eric Sherwood.
The only hold-up is preparation of a 
development permit for the centre, he 
says.
It will be North Saanich’s first at­
tempt in drawing up a permit which sets 
out the type of businesses allowed in the 
centre, thereby protecting against 
undesirable industries in the 
municipality.
Sherwood pointed out that 
representatives of the centre have in­
dicated some urgency and asked council 
to prepare the permit as quickly as 
possible.
The centre, which is to be built in two 
phases, is a federal government attempt 
to establish a centre for marine research 
and development by the private business 
sector to complement the work of the
Institute of Ocean Sciences.
Therefore, the centre will be built by 
the federal government and will lease 
space to private businesses.
The first phase will consist of “Block 
A ’ or “Block B’’, each containing 
about 25,500 square feet of office space 
and another 6,700 square feet of 
mezzanine.
The second phase will be undertaken 
if the first phase is successful in at­
tracting marine research businesses.
The centre will be built on some 17 
acres across West Saanich Road from 
the Institute of Ocean Sciences. The 
built-upon portion should be limited to 
the centre of the site.
Council has been assured the gross 
floor area of the final development 
should not exceed 175,000 square feet 
and site coverage by buildings will not 
exceed 10 per cent.
As well, the centre will retain the rural 
character of the surrounding land by
allowing a “green belt” extending from 
the developed central section to the 
perimeter of the site.
On site there will be a single loop road 
system, accommodating visitors, em­
ployees and service vehicles with access 
from Willingdon Road and West 
Saanich Road.
When fully developed the area should 
employ about 350 people.
There will be no support services on 
the site such as restaurants and service 
stations, and an interesting feature of 
the centre will be its solar heating 
system.
The buildings will be low rise (a 
maximum two stories or 20 feet), taking 
advantage of contours, solar energy and 
view.
In a brief presented to council, 
government representatives indicated 
the centre hopes to “stimulate the 
growth of advanced technology in
marine-oriented companies on the west 
coast.”
The centre will have “minimum 
pollution potential and any vessel using 
berthing facilities will be en­
vironmentally clean and quiet in keeping 
with Institute policies.”
The brief stated that “marine traffic 
originating from the Pat Bay site will be 
relatively light due to the nature of the 
scientific activities, and would always be 
small in comparison with recreational 
and ferry traffic.”
It also gave examples of types of 
Industry involved with the centre: 
chemical and physical oceanography, 
marine geology and geophysics, 
computing services, consulting engineers 
. and naval architects and precision 
machining facilities.
Finally, it was noted initial response 
from companies has been “enthusiastic 
and indicates they are prepared to locate 
at the centre.”
(next to Sidney Super Foods)
IS
Please note winter hours:[Effective 
Nov. /] 9:00 a.m. - 4:30p.m.
Attorney-General Garde Gardom’s announcement 
this week that his ministry will consider a proposal for 
provincial legislation requiring mandatory blood testing 
of drivers injured in traffic accidents was given an open 
reception by Central Saanich ;^police, but only a 
lukewarm welcome by Sidney RCMP.
proposal would see compulsory blood- 
3 tests Tor all traffic casualty victims of driving
. age receiving medical aUention in a hospital within eight 
hours of an accident; V
An exception may be made in those instances where 
«such a practice would interfere with a person’s medical 
care.V:
Central Saanich police chief Bob Miles said the 
mandatory blood test would greatly assist police. Miles 
said he knew of I a number of cases recently in which 
people were taken to hospital with minor injuries, but 
where police were unable to obtain a breathalizer test.
Miles, said although the department’s first concern 
“is for the well-being of the drivers”, quite often police 
are unable to get proof of impairment because of the 
driver’s injured condition.
Miles said that at present the breathalizer machine is 
fairly delicate and cannot be transported without some 
trouble. He said, as well, that doctors have the right to 
refuse police a blood sample.
In such cases. Miles said, police are only able to lay 
charges if the driver was actually seen driving while 
impaired.
“Some people did use the fact they were in hospital to 
avoid prosecution,” said Miles.
However, Sidney RCMP viewed Gardom’s an­
nouncement more as a “directive” to continue what 
they are already doing.
Corp.; Ted Gibson said Sidney RCMP“has always 
taken appropriate action in impaired driving cases if 
thereweregrounds for it.”
Gibson said it was “a matter of routine” for Sidney 
,.-^?^f’,Tp pbtain a blopd^^sample^pf drivers injured in 
traffic accidehfs who were suspected of being inipair^ 
;:at the time. '
Gardom’s announcement came as a result of a six 
month study at the Royal Columbian Hospital 
emergency ward in New Westminster which disclosed 
that about one-quarter of the drives involved in traffic.
accidents had blood-alcohol concentrations above the 
legal limit of .08.
But the study also revealed that of the 106 drivers who 
were above the legal limit, only 18 were subsequently 
charged with impaired driving.
The remaining 88 could not be charged because their 
time in hospital continued for more than two hours, the 
*^'n3p“niitTor administering the breathalizer tests after 
■driving.'“■ 3
7120 West Saanich Rd., Brentwood Bay 
in Brentwood Village Square 652-5838
BUY 1 Car for $8.95 get the 
second one for Ic.
FREE AFX cars with the purchase of 
AFX RACE SETS.
)NTlfiUES
9:30 to 10:30 a.m. Oct. 22-26
RLY BIRD BARGAIN TABLE





2046 KEATING X RD. 652-1121
SERVtNG THE PENINSULA WITH A FULL 
RANGE OF BUILDING SUPPLIES.
HOUSE
3 Bdrm., P/j baths, 
L.R., K , D.R., 
on Tryon Road.
LEASE AVAILABLE 
Asking $500.(X) Mon. 
Information Call Ron Stewart 
112-271-3100 
after S p.m. 112-943-9930










Oldfield Road Gospel Chapel
5506 Oldfield Rd. AUmtalow
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Secluded location in North 
Saanich, 3 bedrooms up, 1 
down, 2 bathrooms, large 












system, oil and wood. Ideal 











Comfortable 3 bdrm. 
bungalow. Only 9-years- 
old. Separate laundry and 
storage room. Convenient 
location.
NEW LISTING 
Terrific 3 bdrm. house with 
a complete suite in the 
basement. Beautifully land­
scaped grounds. Seaview. 
$79,500.
NOW $140,000 
7.50 acre property just 
south of Sidney. Not only 
are there seaviews but there 
is also a part of the property 
on the ocean. 3 bdrm. 
bungalow. MLS.
Well-built 3 bdrm; home on 
ia quiet cul-de-sac. There are 
many extras that make this 
home an excellent buy 
$67,500; MLS; ■
BUILDING LOT 
15 acre lot at Ardmore and 
Falkirk. Welllis already in. 
Passed perc test in 1976. 
Nicelytreed.$32,800.l 





ONE BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT, 




REQUIRES GARAGE OR WHAT-HAVE- 
YOU FOR USE AS HOBBY SHOP. 
PLEASE PHONE BRIAN 652-5585. 
SIDNEY OR BRENTWOOD AREA. 43
RENT OR PURCHASE 3 BEDROOM 
Ix3use, sale street, young business 
lamily. 658 B517,  43
ONE-TWO BEDROOM HOUSE or 
cottoge on Soonlch Peninsula for 
December Ist. Phone 656-0292 or 
721-3793 alter 6 p.m. 43
RELIABLE, NON-SMOKING. non­
drinking family requires 4 bedroom 
house in Sidney oreo. References. 
Phone 655.1978 . 43
WE HAVE SEVERAL OUT-OF- 
PROVINCE couples wishing to rent 
furnished accommodation in Sidney 
oroo for winter months. References 
Sidney Silver Threads. 656-5537. 43
M!§B. FDR gALD
DIVORCE! $100 PLUS FILING FEES.
Obtain your uncontested divorce - 
fast - over the telephone. Our forms 
and typing services are lawyer ap 
provrki. Coll Seil-Counsel Services 
toll free 112-800-663-3035. Charges
and FTasterchorqe nccepied. 47-tf
at
TATLOW & LAUREL 
3/4 -1 ac. parcels on south 
slope. Treed and cleared, 
from $26,500
Karel Drost 656-2427 
SEAVIEW 
Unique .7 ac. property 
onCurteis Point, with 
magnificent seaview. Level 
building site, watermain. 
$49,900.
Karel Drost 656-2427 
SIDNEY 
COMMERCIAL 
2 lots 54x100 level, cleared, 
close to Beacon. $79,000. 
Karel Drost 656-2427
SEAVIEW
Large 5 bedroom family 
home set on .48 acre lot. 
Municipal water and well. 
Full bsmt. 2 fireplaces. 
Offered at $115,000.
Ben Richardson 656-6958
ALBERTA GRAIN-FED BEEF 
For information phone Bob ot 381 
6621. ^9.tf
SAANICH ORCHARDS
Freshly picked opples at farm prices 
Open daily. Phone 652-2009 38-tf
MIge. FOR SALS
NEW AND GOOD USED 
AT LOW PRICES.
BUY-SELL-TRADE
See our stock ot Wagon Wheels. 
DELL'S USED FURNITURES 
ANTIQUE SALES 
2144A Keating Croi, Rd. 
652-2621
WORK WANTED m. FERgQNALS, Insurance goes to tender
CUTTERS RENEWED. Continuous 
seorntess aluminum gutters and 
downpipes. Olde country tradesman. 
478-3798. 38-4
TOPPING AND FALLING TREES.
Clean-up. free estimotes. Call 385* 
7471; ofter 6 p.m. 388-7607. 39»tf
I MAKE MONEY IN YOUR SPARE TIME.
1 Learn income tax preparation. For 
I free brochure, no obligation, write U 
I & R Tax School, 1345 Pembina Way, 
Winnipeg. Mon. R3T 2B6. 43
DOORSl B.C.'t lowest prices! 
Prehung interior. $19.90; solid ex­
terior prehung, $49; panelled doors. 
S39: deadbolt locks, $9.90; closet bi­
folds. $11.90: Canado’s largest 
selection. Write or phono for further 
informotion Walker Door Ltd., 266- 
7211, 1366 5.W. Marine Dr.. Van­
couver V6P 5Z9 or 905-9714, 1589 
Gordon Ave.. N. Vancouver V7P 3A5.
33-tf
TYPING DONE IN MY HOME. 
Reasonable rotes. Prompt service. 
Letters, statements, monuscripts, 
etc. Phone Delores at 652-2621 or 
652-4649. 28-tf
IDg. DPraRTDNITISg
GARDEN SERVICE: Pruning. 
Von Schuckmonn. 656-1990.
MIge. WANTED
HUMMEL FIGURllS and plates; Royal
Dalton Figures and Toby Jugs also 
iMilitaria Swords, Bayonets, Badges 
ond Medals. 383-0405:386-0911. IB-tl
WAYNE'S WAGON WHEEL STORE, 
7174 West Saanich Rd. Brentwood 
Boy, B.C. 552-3321. Buy ■ Sell - Trade. 
New - used items. 77
CIDER PRESS, WORKABLE or 
repairable. Phone 656-4893.43





LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, port and" 
full time help needed in Sidney and 
Brentwood Area. Earn above 
average wages. Phono478-9566. 24- 
tf
POSTAL-CODE ADDRESS-LABELS. By
the HANDICAPPED. Script print up to 
6 lines 300 gummed labels $2.95. Moll 
order S cheque to: Handicapped- 
Labels, Box 7111, Depot 0, Victoria, 
B.C. V9B4Z2. 43
HANDYMAN WANTED to assemble 
houseboats in local aroa. Your own 
business, full or port-time. Minor 
Investment necessary. Poor-Will 
Boats, B.C. 112-769 East Hastings St., 
Vancouver. B.C. V6A1R3. Phone 251- 
4916. 43
PART-TIME HELP WANTED. 
Denim Disco. 1-2:30 p.m. only.
Apply
43
MANY BARGAINS at the Salish Indian 
Art & Craft Shop, Brentwood Bay ot 
the Ferry. Silver jewelry, bead work, 
Indian sweaters, carvings, pictures, 
prints, etc. -
ROAD SALESMAN, TRUCK PARTS 
MAN needed for growing business. 
Willing to invest and take over parts- 
room. References required. Contact 
837-6568, Revelstoke, B.C. 43
30-tf
ATTENTION PLUMBERS. Looking for
second-year apprenticeship. Will do 







Again available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
district. .Good Work­
manship at reasonable 
prices.
Also excellent crews 
available for larger jobs.
656-3297
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do it 
year-round, using an aluminum and 
glass greenho.uso! Write for free 
brochure to B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders. 7323 - 6lh St., Burnaby, B.C. 
V3N>'iL2,. 42
COLLEGE COURSES AT HOME I 
S peed wr i t ing , shorthand, 
bookkeeping, business moth. Full­
time courses also availoble. Contact 
Dullus College, 543 Seymour St., 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3H6. Phone 681- 
7567. 44
Following the example of 
the City of Victoria, which 
put its insurance business 
up for tender and saved half 
its premium cost. Central 
Saanich followed suit 
Monday night.
“Victoria was certtiinly 
surprised at the result when 
it put its business up for 
tender,” said Aid. Frank 
Waring.
One liability, said Acting 
Mayor Earle Tabor, was 
that council was morally 
obliged to accept the lowest 
tender and that might mean 
that the business would not







policies, one for public 
liability and the other for 
fire. Premiums on the two 
amounted to about $8,000.
Christmas letter time is near...
Aren’t you glad that SUNSHINE shere!!!
SuHshiiiP Sscrsturiul Service
656-5641 2452 Beacon Ave,
CERAMIC BUSINESS, fully equipped 
for teaching. Greenworo, tables,
I shelves, paints, kilns, 160 students. 
Only one in district. Wholesaler 
close. Building rented. Selling for 




ROTOVATING — small, 
mochine for established 
BobMortman, 656-4772.
MOST PHASES of gardening and 




THE FOUNDATION OF YOUR LOVE 
j toward humanity must be spiritual 
faith and divine assurance.
From the BAHA'I Writings 
THE BAHA'I FAITH
656-5650 43
Coll Charles Vautrin, 656-1595 after 5 
p.m.10-if
HANDYMAN. Small appllonces.’ 
leaky faucets, broken cord ends, etc. 
No job too small. Fair price. George 
McConnell. 9812 Resthaven Drive. 
656-7670. ^
GUTTERS RENEWED, continuous 
seamless aluminum gutters and 
downpipes. Olde country tradesman. 
478-3798. ‘ 46
YOUNG LADY REQUIRES general
office or shop work, typing, 
reception, telephone experience. 
Also have daycare experience. 
Phone Jean—656-7435. ^
Unattached?
I and fed up with the discos and clubs 
I and the "Plostic" people you've been 
I meeting???
if so, take the first step to social 









To buy or sell, coll 384-7345.
WIU BABYSIT IN MY HOME, days, 
McDonold Park area. Call 656-7592.
43 ___
DOORS. B.C.'s lowest prices. Pro- 
hung interior, $19.90; solid exterior 
prehung, $49; panelled, doors, $39; 
Deadbolt lock. $9.90; closet bi-folds, 
$13.90. Canado's lorgest selection. 
Write or phone for further in­
formation: Walker Door Ltd.. 266- 
7211, 1366 S.W. Marine Dr., Von- 
couver. B.C. V6P 5Z9 or 98.5-9714, 
1589 Garden Ave.; North Vancouver, 
B.C. V7P3A5.
DAIRY HERDSPERSON:Milkers, ranch 
workers wanted for interior of B.C. 
Good working conditions, near 
schools, good poy according to 
experience and is negotiable. 
Reference and resume required to 
Canodo Farm Labor Pool. Box 129, 
Armstrong. B.C. VOE IBO. 43
1976 BMW 5301, sunroof, standard. 
42,000 miles, original, point, service 
records, osking $10,500. Will con­
sider trades. Phone 837-6527. 43
PART-TIME VERY EXPERIENCED 
bookkeeper accounting clerk familiar 
with one-wrIte systems to do payroll, 
billing, post to general ledger, 
prepore financiol statements, assist 
vith analysis forecasts and 
preparation of budgets. 656-5054. 44
PIPER TRI-PACER AIRCRAFT, green 
j - and orohgo on iwhite stol. tipSi^ex- 
' cellent condition. ‘ ALL offers given 
; considbratioh. $8,500.' Phono 992-: 
2151 days", ■ 747-2934 evenings, 
Quesnel, B.C. ^ ...... . •• 43
WANTED — HOMEMAKERS. Mature 
persons with own tronsportation and 
good housekeeping skills v/illing to 
' do some weekend work needed'to 
act as members of the health care 
team serving the Saonich Peninsula. 
Please call 656-5054 . 46
GENERAL HOUSEHOLD REPAIRS and
renovations. Reosonable rotes, free 
consultation. Coll John at 652-1933 6- 
8 p.m. ______ _____ 4^
MNOUIieeilEIITS
INCORPORATE! $100 + filing fees. 
We prepare your incorporation 
papers over the phone — fast. For 
more information coll THE LAW 
SHOPPE of JACK D; JAMES, M.B.A. 
LLB. toll-free 112-800-663-3035 
Voncouver oreo coll 687-2442). 
Chorgex and Mosterchorge 
welcomed. 38-tt
LAW CENTRE — LEGAL AID CLINIC, 
Mondays, 1:45. to 4;30 p.m. 
Appointments only. Phone 656-1247. 
30.If :
BEGG — BORN TO RON AND KAREN 
(nee Howe), a son, Steven Wllliom 
Arthur, 8 lb: 3 dz., on Oefober 16. 
1979, at Saonich Peninsula Hospital. 
Mony thanks to Dri Former and staff.
DIVORCE! $100 -f- filing fees. We 
prepare your divorce papers over the 
phone — fast. For more information 
coll THE LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES, MB.A., LLB. toll-free 112- 
800-663-3035 (in Vancouver area coll 
687-2442). Chorgex, and Moster- 
chorqe welcomed.38-tf
B.J.'S CAKE DECOCTING SUPPLY — 
The cotnpi;^«r}feM.;fdr oil ypuj^ 
docoratTng,nee«/V)/rit© for.the. 1980 
WILTON i yeorbookf to.SO plus ; BOc 
postage. 456 West Oordoya^ SI,, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 4k2. ^, ...A ' ..^3
SAANICH PENINSULA Guidance 
Association, services for the family. 
Individual, marriage and family 
counselling. 656-1247, 2440 Sidney 
Ave. (Town HotI). , . : ^3
United Way campaign 
for funds in Sidney and 
North Saanich is close to 
halfway of the $20,000 
target, campaign chairman 
Ed LeClair said Friday.
There’s no door-to-door 
canvass this year but 
residents have received 
United Way mailers which 
they ctm return with their 
donation in the pre­
addressed envelope or hand 
in to boxes located at 
Beacon Town Square, Flint 
Motors, Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods, Sidney Super 
Foods, or the senior 
citizen’s centre on 
Resthaven.
LeClair said a special 
thank you was due owners 
of the Sidney Hotel for 
allowing the United Way 
thermometer to be erected 
on the hotel’s property. 
Thanks were also due, he 
said, Sidney town em­
ployees who worked on the 
thermometer, as well as Jim 
Liriney and Terry Burnett.
/ AGENCIES, : , 
2481 Beacon 656-3951 
. REAL ESTATE : . 
INSURANCE
SEA & MOUNTAIN 
VIEWS 
Move right into this 4th 
floor condominium and 
enjoy the great views of the 
Gulf Islands from the living 
room and mountain views 
from the bedrooms. 
Beautifully carpeted LR & 
DR, with thermopane glass 
door leading to delightful 
balcony. Convenient 
kitchen with dishwasher, 
fridge, and range. I'his 
building has many common 
area features such' as 
Jacuzzi, sauna, workshop 
etc, For further in­
formation about this brand 
new condominium and 
othei suites in llic same 
building please give ns a 
call.
2419 Beacon 656-3924
' : OCEAN VIEWS; ' 
from this large, well-kept 
home. Sitting on two 
55x100 foot lots in Sidney. 
House has 1,484 sq. ft. on 
one floor. With 3 BRs, 
large kitchen with built-in 
oven & counter-top stove, 
deck from dining room, 
living room with fireplace & 
a family room. The full 
basement is drywalled & 
ready for development. 
You’ll find many extras 
throughout. Close to parks 
and shopping. Priced at 
$69,900. To view call:
DARLENE PEDERSEN 
656-3924 656-1881
SAVE $ JUST ARRIVED — 500,000 sq. 
It. industrial grade fibreglass panels 
lor roofs, walls, polios, garages, 
misc., buildings, fences. Wide range 
of colors and sizes. DISCOUNT PRICES 
start at 30c sq. ft. Nufob, 530-6201, 
22470 Froser Highway, Langley. 44 
ATTENTION '"loggers, trappers,
ranchers. We have 5 good used twin 
track skidoos ovollabie, $1,000 lo 
S2,000. Cariboo Tractor Ports, Box 
426B. Quesnel, B.C. 992-5354 . 43
17 CU. FT. COIDSPOT FROST-FREE 




CAR POOL OF TWO TO VICTORIA 
wishes to expond to five. Work hours 
8:30 o.m. to 4:30 p.m. Goes to 
Parliament Building oreo. Coll 656>; 




Basement and clean-up jobs.’ Phone 
652-4035. 37-tl
JEEP PARTS, CONVERTIBLE TOPS. All 
Jeeps 1942 lo 1979. Huge slock, 
lowest prices, fost service. Gemini 
Sales, 4736 East Hastings, Burnaby, 
B.C, V5C 2K7, Phone224-2623 . 43
MINTO DINGHY WITH OARS, 2 
rovying stations & centre board well, 
leak trim, $425; ESKA 3 h.p. out­
board, oxcelloni condition, $225. 656- 
6905. 43
1969 CAT 950, GRAPPLE and bucket, 
good tiros, HOPS, serviced ond ready 
to go — Cronbrook — $47,500. 1975 
Clark Sklddors, 18.4x34 now tiros, 
Cummins engine, oxcelloni condition 
Grande Prolrlo, Alto. — $29,500. 
1975 Komatsu D55S, slonderd bucket, 
lully enclosed cab, 80% u/c, ex- 
collenl condition --- Vancouver — 
$34,500. 1975 Droll teller buncher, 
now boom and centre bearing, 20" 
heed, now knives, 7/8 yard bucket, 
many recent repairs— Hinton, Alta.
$78,000. Phone 324-2446 or 853- 
0950, 43
A FUN FALL FAIR WILL BE HELD at
Keatings school, Central Saonich 
Road, on Friday, Oct. 26 from 6:30- 
8:30 p.m. Gomes, crafts, boking, 
while elephant, etc. with lots ot lun. 
Everyone welcome.  43
REQUIRE ACCESS TO PIANO two to 
three times a week for two hours. 
Phone Alon 656-0086 evenings, 
weekend. 43
PETS E UVSSTOEK
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR ft TEA.
Saturday, Nov. 3, 2-4 p.m,, at 
Brentwood Community Hall, Wallace 
Drive. Spontorod by ACW of Bren­
twood College Memorial Chapel. 
Home baking, needlework, plonts, 
white elephont*. books, return 
engagement clothes. Everyone 
welcome. Admission Includes tea $1. 
44
B.C. SIMMENTAL ASSOCIATION 
Annual Fall Sale, Saturday, 
November 3rd. T p.m. Chilliwock 
Folrgrounds, Chilliwack, B.C.
I Viewing cattle Friday, November 
I 2nd. 7:30 p.m. Information 088-1974. 
44
Monday - through Friday, 
centre open, cards, library, 
billiards, morning coffee, 
afternoon tea.
Saturday and Sunday, 
open 1 to 4 p.m. for drop- 
ins.
More items are needed 
for the auction to be held 
Nov. 2 at 2 p.m.
OBITUARIES
1972 JD350B CRAWLER LOADER, 1975 
Cose 4B0D bockhou, 1966 Chov SA 
dump, 1969 Forgo one-ton: fifth 
wheel trailer, package deal, $28,000. 
Phono 378-5203 . 43
A FIVE DAY PLAN TO STOP 
SMOKING, November 4-8 el Sanscha 
Hell In Sidney.  43
DIRECT FROM BUILDER 
Brand New 
$55,900
Three bedrooms, corporl, Thermo 
Windows, Heavy insulalloo, 
Heolllotor fireplace, two blocks from 
shopping, five year worronty. lor 
more Iniormotlon phono Mike 655- 
4066 or Vic 656-4003 onytlmo, 4fl
AROUND SIDNEY ONLY
A-l fill, sondy loam, 7 yds. $60, 14 
yds, $105. Straight old cow manure, 
14 yds. $98, 7 yds. $52, Phone 595- 
0773, 43
WORLD'S BEST MeINTOSH ond 
Sporlon opples ol form prices, 
OldllolH OrchorrI, 62(16 Oldlleld 
Rood. Phono652.10l0, It
GOVERNMENT AUCTION. Saturday, 
November 3rd, 10 o.m. Highways 
Yard, IBIh Avenue, Prince George, 
B.C, Vehicles, trucks, equipment. 
Vehicles sold with no worronloo or 
quoronlee. Phone747-lfl94, 43
MISS MARGARET DAWES, missionary 
lo Zaire, will D.V. spook at woman's 
meeting dl Sidney Bible Chapel, 5lh 
SIroet. Mondoy, Oct. 29, 2:30 p.m. 
Special welcome lo her friends and 
school moles. 43
I SNOWLANDER-LUING Cattle "Polled" 
"Red!', Record of 21 years trouble- 
free calving, highly prolific. Steer 
sired by LUINC bull wins Grand 
Championship ol PNE, For oil 
climates and top quality beef iry 
SNOWLANDER-LUING. Good 
breeding slock ~ minimum $1,000 
per hoed ol Diamond Ranch, 
Edgewood, B.C. VOG IJO, 44
RESTAURANT LOCATED ol Dooso 
Lake, B.C. 200’ off Highwoy 37, 
Inquiries lo: Nona Blond, Box 'J2M, 
Smilhers, B.C, or phone B47-93B5 
oiler 6 p.m- ____ _ ___
OKANAGAN APPLES ond vogcloblet 
ovary Sunday, Sonscho Floo Mcirkel. 
low prices, 4.3
m-i FORD ORAN TORINO,
oulomellc, PS, PB, vinyl lop, 29.000 
mlUii, $7,000. Coll 65^-2367, 43
PAT BAY LOTS
’.> litre lots, 100 x215' now on sole.
FOUR IS" X 10" ALUMINUM slolled 
mags, suitable lor OM product, $225 
Phone 652 4775, 43
DOORSl B.C.'S LOWEST PRICESI
Ptohung interior $19 9Q- solid ev 
lorior piiihung, $49; ponollod drqois, 
$39; doodboll locks, $9.90: closet 
bllolds, $13.90. Canada's lorgosl 
frnlotlion Write nr phono lor lurlher 
inltrtmainin Wolkoi Door Ltd..
7211, l3Mi S-W. Morino Or;, Vair 
couver, V6P 5Z9 or 9115 9714, 1589 
Onidon Ave,, N. Viiiitouvor V7PnA5. 
.......... .........
PENINSUIA SINGLES CLUB
Dance ol McMorran's Seaview Room, 
5110 Cordovo Boy Rood, Friday, 
October 26. Dross Informal, 9 p.m. • 1 
o.m. All single, divorced, soperoled 
or widowed ' persons welcome. 
TItIcols a1 Hillside Moll. For In- 
lormollon ond reservations coll 479- 
7195. 43
I THOMPSON VALLEY HEREFORD
Breeders Improver Solo: KXA- 
Komloops. Ocl. 27, 1979. Show9 o.m. 
Sole 1 p.m. 75 heed purebred 
herelord, bulls and heifers. Infor­
mation Audrey Follls, phone 375- 
2200. 43
ST. STEPHEN'S, SAANICHTON, ACW
loll haroar ond leo on Soturdoy, Oct. 
27 ol 2 p.m. In Iho church holl. 
Admission $1,25 Including loo. Home 
hrihing, sowing Stoll and vegetables: 
while oleplrard. 43
Due lo the presem ileinaiul 
for housing wc arc In great 
need of residential listings 
In the $50 - $70,(X)0 range.
Mills Rood ol West Soonlch Rood, City 
vrolei, Poved roods. View of Pol Boy. 
4 5 ' '
1.21 ACRES LIGHT INOUSIRIAl with 
3.200 sq, (I, bldg lor rent in Sidney 
Whole ot pmtton, Coll 3B5 7/21, 34 If
REASONAbCy PRIci”o‘“,'"octe’Tt'eerJ
lots on Piers Rd., oil londs End, 652- 
1469,652.5615, 43
ONI CUSTOM CANOPY to 111 0 Toyolo 
Or Doiiiin Itingbox! two sleel rims lo 
III Audi 100,652-4705 . 43
OARAOl tALI — some lurnllura. 300 
gal, gos lonk wllfi slond and hose 
quonllly ol chaln-llnk fencing and 
oiher numerous Hems, 750 Downey 
Rood, Sidney, Soturdoy, Ocl. 27, 9 
o.m. on. 43




TWO NICE CONDOMINIUMS, one 
Iredroom, one ol $2S,0(W ond the 
alherone$37.000,656-1616. 43
ROTOTILltR, COMPACT W", easy lo










7 FOOT ARUFICIAl CHIBITMAI TRII
(Stolch pine), Coll 656-19(17 helween 
6omi9jrm,
ONI 4 HORSE STOCK TRAIIIR, ex­




K OF f HALL - Weddings, meellngs, 
Donees, Porlles, elc. Tot more In- 




GARDEN PRODUCE, raspberry 
plonts, sirnwbeiry pinnis, red mople 
shade trees, good used windows and 
doors, Insulnllon, eleclrlc slave filled 
lor di'-^lng fruit,^oll 656-3071, ^ 
two" GUrfARE, oiA FINDIH' F'i'i, 
one Von Moll closikol, $100 ecKh. 
656 6041. 43
ONE tEVEIv —SIDNEY 
Well-kept tlucc bedroom 
home on quiet cul-de-sac In 
Sidney, Just one-year-old. 
All windows woodirume 
ihcrmal type, electric heat, 
private fenced patio and 





Immedlole occuponry, luxurlnus 
new, One Wrm ond don: iwohdrm,, 
two Ixirm, ond den; $160 $4(41, Wall- 
lo wnll lofi floor sulle* Ixive loll ond 
skyltglH. f.levolor, larked enlronte. 
N«K»t sht.(>(utig nr'd bus, Motuie 
rxlulls, No pels. See rmideni 
matKiget, swife 103 o, < all t% 3060. 
3S-II ...'........„■
Octoher 111, 400 sq H-, second llooi 
above loiunlo tJuminicin Bunk, (i5(>- 
1141 37 II
tANDOWN MOTEL NOW RINnNO 
weekly ond monthly, Furnished 
tieluxe twatheUvr opottmenls wHh 
kllcheiiellei, Beouljful Brentwoud 
Boy, mold service, coWe TV fiS3- 
I5S1. If
GREEN CHIlTERTItlO and choir, In 
good condHiun, $180. Phone 6S6.53#7 
evenings. 43
ONE OVAL KiraiEN TABLE ond six
tholrt, ISO. large chesterfield ond 






The liiijicsl t'lic Mopj 
l.tliiipmcnl Ul'iiUiI ViiuI nn 
lilt' Saanicli I'cninsiila. i
PYTHIAN SISTERS ANNUAL FALL
Ixicaor and leu, Solvirduy, Ocl. '27, 2 • 
4 p.m,, K of P Hall, Sidney. Home 
baking, penny social, while 
elephant, plants, vegelobles, 
sewing. Too, 43
Am lull i/cd tlcalcr 
TOKO. I.AWNlUtV 
SNAI’I’l'IT,




LADIES' AUXILIARY lo Branch 37, 
Royal Cnnadlon legion, piesenis Ih# 
second nnnutjl "Foil Foshloni (or Ools 
ond Guys" ol legion Holl, Mills Rond, 
Sidney, on Solurdoy. October 27, B 
p.m, Lickeis 12.50 Including refresh. 
menis. Availoble ol Sidney fashion 












COURSER In cherished ond iuving 
memory ol my door husband, folher, 
grondlolher and greobgrondfother, 
Mark R, Courser, who onletod Into 
tlornol Rest, October 16,1977,
No distance con divide
for oochdoy In memory's gulden
We still walk side by side
Wherever life may lake us
Whol ever we moy do
The memoty of the years we
sboted
Will keep us (Inselo you.
He hos nol gone, our deor 
beloved
Nor hos he wandered lor-- 
Jusi stepped Into God's lovelleil 
room
And leli the door ojor.
Forever loved, ond stidly missed by 
your loving wife, "Nell", ond otdy 
son. Dole. 43
STANSAL
Mrs. Carolyn Lee Bertha 
Stansal, aged 31 years, and 
son, Benjamin, aged \'A 
years, accidently Oct. 15, 
1979, in Saanich. Mrs. 
Stansal is survived by her 
loving husband, Glenn, at 
home, in Sidney; 1 son, 
Emory; and daughter, 
Cheiri Lee; her parents, 
Mr, and Mrs. A.J. Cor­
mier; two brothers, Arthur 
D. and Daryl J.; also one 
sister. Mrs. Linda E. 
Mattison.
Funeral services for both 
mother and .son were held 2 
p.m. Monday, Oct. 22, 
1979 in the Resthaven 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Church in Sidney. Pastors 
Ken CorkeeiL and Gordon 
Piffer officiated. Interment 
in Royal Oak Burial Park, 




IfST riRlimO COHVIRTIBLIl 1961 
GMC romper vtjn; Heolbklt color TV. 
I'lioo# 656-2084 olletSp.m. 43
AROUND IIDNEV ONLY 
A one (III, londy loom, 7 yd», $6f), 14 
ydi, $105. Sholglil old tow mooute, 
14 ydi. I9B, 7 yd*, $52. Phone 595-
0773. 43
22'/I FT, WOOD FIBREFLAII b.30l hull 
lor Mile, 656.2760, 43
rUKNItHECI THREE IIDROOM HOME, 
Soonlch Femniulo Nov. I • April I, 
$400 pel month, no children, no pet».
*46 404*. *3
iNCOePORATII 'II6» nui FILING
Fill. Inctupmoie youtioll li«l • 
over ih» telephone Our Iniw* orid 
lypmg iBivkec ore lawyer oppioved. 
Coll SeH‘Coun»*l S»rvi('e4 toll tree 










Nt) vo r wa X you r ca r a gain 







(Jwncr Wilf Dorman gives 
pcrkonal alU-mhnL to all' 
onli-rs. Pimm* 656-4754
! ViiwlRai(Rcvit,3ll7mi(^ J
JUlMR HMMriMEM HHUM WNW MHM MMM* MRMM,
BDSIIIESS FEB8DS5L8
L'J LIFT. BRAND NEW Metol 
newOorid*. nov*! mmd, •«( up lex 1 Sc 
blit con he thmminl Ideol Inr 
tommuriHy newipofrei*. We hove 12 
ol thece newilOixJc (or 4ol# at lllk) 
.woch Wipe lime* Printing and 
PubiHhing 1*22 Pembroke Ave, 
Nurrh Vun.au.Y-' V/l' 25' m *-h,'<.4* 
rxM 7411 d.ivi, 972 7761 evening* 13 
If'
TOO lITTlITOEAVI
Too much lo dump 
Thai'* wlrirl moke* the boutewlf* 
plump,
So If you're heglnalBB lo look litre o 
tub
Why ntil corn# ond join our TOPS 
club'?
Motxfoy morning 10 o.m In St, Paul * 
Church, 2410 Malaview Si-, W6 2654 
or*,46.3B4l ' 44
LOQT G FOUND
lOSTi GOIDHRART.IMAFEO LOCKIT. 
IrHcrlpJlon on Irock doled 1946. 
Reword. 652-1673, 43
LOSTi GOLDIN CHAIN wllh nugget* 
otlothed. Senllmentol volue, 




Mibsing tickets numbered 
.141 to 350 for the 
Oktoberfest, to be held Oct. 
26 at cSttii.sclia Hall, will nut 
be honored at the door, 
Saanich Peninsula and Gulf 
IslatidR Multicultural 
Society president Jiianlia 
Harris said Monday. For 










On Oct, 19, 1979, Mr. 
Hany Truman, aged 59 
yeai.s, born in Chlpman, 
Alta. Late residence 9740 
Ea.stview Drive, Sidney, 
B.C. Predeceased by first 
wife, Frances in 1975, and 
by two brothers, Steve and 
Pete. He leaves his loving 
wife, Louise; sons. Frank 
and David; brothers, Mike, 
Henry, John and Sam; and 
one sister, Eva. Member 
Saanich Peninsula Branch 
No. 37 Royal Canadian 
Legion.
Memorial ,service to be 
held on Thursday, Oct. 25, 
1979 nt 10 a.m. in the Sands 
Chapel of Roses, 9838 
Fourth St,, Sidney, B.C. 
Rev. Father William G. 
Mudftc officiating. Flowers 
grutciully declined, 'Ilio.5c 
so desiring may contribute 
to the Canadian Cancer 
Society, 857 Caledonia 
Ave., Victoria, B.C. 
Anangements by the Sands 
Chapel of Roses. 9838 
Fourth St., Sidney. B.C.
Crossword Courtesy Of
THE BOOKWORM
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All fyp»» of brick ond block work, 
now flroplocei or ropolr your old 














Hour or by Contract. 














«>22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 

















Residentoil. Commercial and 
Golf Course Construction.





Fence Posts', Digging, 50 























Stucco - Drywall 








“Big or small 
we will do them all”


















BACK FILLING — LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES













Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 














, Emergency Service 
* Available After 
Regular Hours









1864 John Rd. 
656-2691
Quick— Tidy — Efficient
yVho hat a key lo your door? 
KeysMissing?








and Tractor Service 
Rotovating & Levelling 































WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE 
BEST?
ACCOUNTANT
F.R. ANDERSEN R.I.A. 





















2453 Beacon Ave, 
Sidney, B.C,
656-1421




Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience In 








10651 McDonald Park Rd. 
636*2127 Sidney
APEX STEEL LTD.
COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING 8 WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 








I Now specializing in j 
I finishing carpentry, • 
I cabinets and built-ins, j 
j rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
I additions — no job too | 
I small. I
I Renovate and Save ■ 
^ FREE ESTIMATES '
ROY’S ALLBAY MARINE SERVICES LTD. 
2238 Harbour Rd. -Sidney 
656-7023
[©ESSBHi .
FACTORY AUTHORIZED REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. STERN DRIVE - JOHNSON AND 
FVINRUDE OUTBOARDS. MERCRUISER 
STERN DRIVE.



























8520 LOCHSIDE DR. 656-2015
r SIDNEY GLASS
Morino. Auto & Safety Clast 






"Genera! Services ': ■:
Repalrs-Alterations 
-New Liners etc.
To Leather & Suede 






























Steel A Aluminum Mig Welding, 




REPAIRS AND TUNE-UPS, 
LAWNMOWCRS, ROTOTIUERS 
AND OUTBOARDS 
W* buy old ond tall racon- 
dlllonad lownmowari, «lc, Froa 





Duct work, Chimneys, 












U.R, 3, Vlclorltt, II.C. 
V8X3X1 
Phniic 652-4464
A & B BOAT TOPS












































Man'i • ladiai • ChlMrani 
fAllorodoni ’H^polti
2060Wall«rAv».
Sldnay, B.C. Phan# 616-6170
AJAXllOMEmd 
OFFICE CLEANERS










Alio Houllni], Wllldallvaronalo 






PnOFESSIONAL DRYCLEANINQ A LAUNDRY SERVICE 
1 WEEK ON SUEDE & LEATHER CLEANING 
SPECIALIZING IN 
TAILORING. DRESSMAKING 
I, r*V/ REPAIRS, ALTERATIONS ETC.
If.A 7l20W.SmiiiieliRd.








l.T- fV k,M t Tw F-.C.-
D.A. Smithson & Sons Lt(|.
WATER WELL DRILUNG
Water l.inc.s, Trenching





~ H, WH.I IAMS 
Ph. 652-573/
• WF-STUING-FELTING
' * ON .A ‘tPFYTAl.TV '
• ADJUST A VOICE HAMMERS
ACTION & SOUND SHRVICU TO 
PUBLIC - TlIACin;R.S,
SCI loot, or MUSIC, CLUBS & CHURCIILS






Today is the first day it has really looked like 
winter, with drifts of fallen leaves everywhere, and 
everything looking bleak and sodden. And a very good 
time to get a little fresh air, and have a look at the wind 
damage, so pull on your gumboots, and lets take a trip 
around the garden and decide what needs doing, and 
when it should be done.
Lets start in the vegetable garden. Probaibiy you cp"Id 
use a little more fertilizer to keep the compost pile 
working, add some “rot-it” and some more soil. 
Almost any fertilizer you have left from the summer 
garden will help, and you should add some lime, before 
covering the heap with a layer of soil.
One thing I was reminded of by Tom Cornell was that 
you should be warned NOT to add grass clipping to 
your compost heap, if you have recently used “Weed 
and Feed” or “Winterizer-Weeder”, since it contains 
poisons, as does “Killex”. Until spring you should put 
your grass clippings in a plastic bag, and put the bag in 
the garbage.
If you are growing winter vegetables, maybe a 
sprinkle of slug bait is in order, and pull any weeds that 
are crowding the plants. This might be a good time to 
collect your tomato stakes, and if you haven’t tied up 
the chrysanthemums, drive the stakes in alongside, and 
tie them loosely.
If you are not going to need the stakes for 
chrysanthemums, or your fruit trees. I’d bundle them 
and put them in a dry place, since every year they go up 
in cost. Your Brussels sprouts ma^-be^»;fit :?from a 
sprinkle of fertilizer, also the califiage, spinach, 
broccoli, etc., and do keep your broccoli picked, or the 
next thing you know it will have burst into bloom.
If you are putting in fruit trees, you might try to 
decide where you are going to plant them. Drive a stake 
into the ground (1 do hope yoii haven’t already bundled 
them!) and then stand back and decide whether the 
place you have picked is ideal.
Will the tree get lots of sunshine, can you reach it ^itK 
the hose, will its roots interfere with the yegetablesybu 
will be planting in the^spring, will it (wheii fully grovm) 
obstruct your view?
](f you are very ambitiousVbnd waint the exercise;-^ 
might dig the hole and leave it empty to see if fain water 
sits in the hole for hours after the shower is over. If this 
happens, it might be a sound idea to dig the hole wider 
and deeper, and put several inches of sand and pebbles 
in the bottom, to provide for drainage, or (I hesitate to 
mention this) fill in the hole, and choose a site on higher 
ground."'
Before you get too tired, lets move around to the 
flower beds, and see what needs doing. This is the time 
to decide what you are going to want to move this fall. 
Maybe some shrubs are getting too crowded, or need 
more shade, or have just sat there all summer, 
grudgingly producing the odd bloom, and “shrinking” 
slightly, when they should have grown a foot.
This is an unhappy plant, and it is doing its best to tell 
you it is in trouble. The best piece of advice one gar­
dener can offer another, in a case like this, is “move it” 
Almost certainly there is something wrong with the 
place where the shrub is, and the problem might be 
anytliing from lime leaching out of the cement in a hew 
foundation, lo too much sunshine.
Wc hade a small and reluctant camellia which .sat, 
looking miserable, on the north side of the fence, It did 
so poorly I wasn't even certain what colour the flowers 
were. Wc moved It to the west side of the house, where it 
did get some dappled shade from a cherry tree in the 
afternoons, and it rewarded us this spring with, quite' 
literally, five dozen blossoms (pink).
While wc arc on this tour, keep your eyes open for 
.small bulbs which for one reason or another may have 
come lo the surface. Just plunge your finger down a few 
Inches and put Ihc bulb back In the hole, before some 
enthusiastic grub comes along and makes a meal of it,
If you have brought along your secateurs you might 
“dead-heud” the roses as you tour the garden, they will 
still (lower for another month if the weather slays mild, 
or wc don’t get continuous rain.
If you have a grape vine, it is almost time to prune it, 
and you cun afford to be rutlilcss, because grapes are 
rampant growers. If you arc lucky enough to have a 
clematis “Arrnandl” (the evergreen one) Hell well, since 
llie branches are brittle, and we do have our share of 
high winds.
The cicmntiii “Montana”, very popular here, needs 
little pruning, since it blooms on old wood, and “Jack- 
mani”, the lovely blue one, shouldn’t need much 
pruning, cither, uhhough in the spring you may have to 
cut out dead wood, and give it a general clean-up.








Sidney Hoiary Anns met 
recently at the liomc of 
Mrs. Winifred Cowan, Due 
to the absence of the 
president, Mrs.Helen 
llookcr, vice-preiildcnt, 
took the chair and gave n 
warm welcome to two 
cimrming Rotary exchange 
students, Miss Corrinc 
Morric from New Zealand, 
and Miss Akemi Ko|do 
from Japan,
It was decided that the 
eliih would provide 
Christmas gifts and cards 
for a local old people’s
liospiinl.
The Christmas ruffle 
tickets arc rcfsdy and can be 
obtained from any member. 
First prize is « ceramic 
Christmas tree, second 
prize a turkey aud third
prize a ham. tltc latter two 
prizes boih weighing ap­
proximately 13 pounds,
TicLcls codt ^!>C) vcntsvnL-it u.
three for $1,
The next meeting will be 
liHd at the home of Mrs. 
Mardi Dobson oil Nov: 13 
and will lake the form of a 
Bi ing>and»Buy evening.








Mr. and Mrs. Clifford M. Pearson, of 9320 Canadian Legion Hall on Mills Road. Some 
Lochside Drive, Sidney celebrated 50th 90 guests and well-wishers attended 
Wedding Anniversary Oct. 20, at Royal celebration. Tom Cronk Photo.
An estimated 200 people, 
most from Sidney and 
North Saanich, were in 
Christ Church Cathedral, 
Victoria, Oct. 17 to witness 
the ordination of Rev. 
Reginald Good.
* A litany was led by 
Canon John Lancaster, 
whose father was rector of 
Sidney and North Saanich 
between 1936 ahd ’41; and 
this was followed by the 
start of the service of Holy 
Communion, where the< 
gospel portion was read by 
Good’s father.
Reverend Good will be 
assistant priest in the parish 
of Sidney and North 
Saanich (St. Andrew’s and 
Holy Trinity churches)
SIDES |b.*l” 



























Mr and Mrs Elmer 
Haikala, Wheatley, Ontario 
who arrived here Oct. 1 are 
spending October with 
friends, Mr. and Mrs. Tom 
Michell Island View Road, 
Saanichton. Last week the 
two couples motored to 
Port Hardy, took the ferry 
to Prince Rupert, then 
drove to Terrace, B.C., for 
a week’s visit with Mrs.
Mrs. Farrell celebrate their 
45th wedding anniversary. 
Other guests this past week 
at the Farrell residence were 
Mr. and Mrs. R. 
Scringeour, Calgary.
of their parents’ 55th 
wedding anniversary. There 
were 35 guests present, 
including all of Jack and 
Nora’s family.
.Weight loss in cutting! boning and trimmingWill increase the price 
per pound.
Includes 4 glasses 
warming stand.
and
Mon.-Thur. 8-5 p.m.; Fri. 8-6 p.m.; Closed Sat. & Sun.
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 E. SAANICH RD. ';
RUST’S
JEWELLERS
652-2411 2443 Beacon 656-2532
Haikala’s sister and 
brother-in-law. They 
returned home this week via 
the same route and Mr. and 
Mrs. Haikala are hoping 
for another lovely week of 
good weather on the 
Saanich Peninsula while 




visitors at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. F.H. Atkin, Bruce 
Gordon Lane, were Mr. 
Atkin’s cousin and wife, 
Mr. and Mrs, O. Reggan 
and daughter Carol of 
Calgary. ■’
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Jack 
and son Kelly, Island View 
. Road, had Mrs. Jack’s little 
niece, Clarice Springfbrd of 
Parksville, stay with them 
for the past week, 
v':'' * ♦ ♦ ‘
The South Saanich 
Women’s Institute en­
tertained members of the 
Colwood Institute to a 
viewing of artifacts, tea and 
a social afternoon Oct. 18 
in the Pioneer Log Cabin at 
the North and South 
Saanich Agricultural 
Grounds, which was much 
enjoyed by those attending. 
The SSWI offer a sincere 
thank you to members of 
the Pioneer Society for the 
use of the Pioneer building 




626 Esquimau Rd. 
383-8515







9786 - 2iid STOEEI
(NEXT TO SIDNEY FIREPLACE)
®CUSTOM CUTTING ©PORTION CUTTING 
©FREEZER CUTTING ©RETAIL CUTTING
-WE USE ONLY GRADE 'A' ALBERTA GRAIN FED BEEF-
Ask about our Special
WUMH PACr




SIDNEY'S FAMILY BUTCHER SHOP 
Phone 656-7535 or 656-5263
TED ROBINSON 
Prop.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack 
Rogers flew to Edmonton, 
Alta., Oct. 6, staying over 
the Thanksgiving holiday 
witE their ? daughter and 
son-in-law, .Mr. and Mrs. 
.RvW.^: in
■'■'.Camrose.ift
iiOh Oeft R; their son and 
daughter-ih-iaw, Roy and 
Therese Rogers, of Hillview 
Farm, Bentley, entertained 
at a family dinner in honor
BREHTOOO





The Lutheran Churches of Greater Victoria invite you to join with them in a 
celebration of praise and thanksgiving. A Holy Communion Service will be held 
at Grace Lutheran Church, 1273 Fort St., Victoria, on Oct. 28, at 11:15 a.m.
The participating church congregations;
LUTHERAN CHURCH OF THE CROSS, VICTORIA 
PEACE LUTHERAN CHURCH, SIDNEY 
REDEEMER LUTHERAN CHURCH, LANGFORD 
Will therefore worship together at Grace Lutheran Church this Sunday. Tran­
sportation is available from these church locations. Everyone is welcome!
Mr. and Mrs. Albert 
Hafer, Central Saanich 
Road, returned home last 
week after spending two 
weeks in Ottawa with their 
son and daughter-in-law, 
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney 
Hafer and family.
Recent guests at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. L. Farrell, 
Larkvale Drive, were Mr,
. Farrell’s Aunt, Mrs. L. 
Ballantyne, Los Angeles, 
his cousin, Mrs. R. Mar­
shall, Santa Monica, a nice 
Miss Mary Culp, and her 
friend, Mrs. B. Mortimer of 
Edmonton, While they were 
here they helped Mr. and
^TAN W N6_ ggjjQg „n„




A firework regulation 
bylaw adopted by Sidney 
council Monday night 
prohibits the storage, sale, 
display for sale and use of 
any fireworks in the 
municipality except bet­
ween Ocl. 24 and Nov, 1.
Town administrator 
Geoff Logan said Tuesday 
it was illegal to have 





























Nominations for school 












$149Totino’s 360 g Indiv. 4 Pak
Peanut Butter
Prnp«r ipoltlng Proctdurti
Whim oiIicIb* ol woorlng opfiarul 
am iubmlll»(l lor cloonlna, ihn 
own«r ««(iof,lii Hull ih» tliwniir will 
umiovu gimoKil conilllloiiii ol loll ot 
w«ll nt tpacillc armit ol toll anil 
tloirit,
to oblain ii tqlltlntloiy ilogiim ol 
tloin riiii'ioviil, Ihn ipottiir will who 
wholiivof (luaiPB ol tmpiinlto Ihtil 
thci pntt«tt»t, thii (jriioliir Ihn 
knowlodyn of : fobifr.t, labile cum- 
ilriiiiioi'i untl Ihn vorloui lypnt o| 
riyiit, o» woll at Ihn nlfofl of lb« 
iJifUmml ihomicoli ond tpollino , 
lor.hnIqiiiH, fhn flinalni It Ihn 
pottiblllly of tola and nllntliva ticiln 
rnmovol, thn oc.l of tpoiling or pr*. 
tpollino It oi» ol primofy Imporlnntn 
in our diyrlonnlnfl plimb 
Thnrn it rnolly no poiiibln way ihol 
tpoltins or prn tpolllno nlfoiU will 
olwoyt bn nlloillvn. Ihnrn imi niony 
lypnt ol ilolnlng tubtlnotm width 
rntUI nil nlloili.
Our tpotlirifl portonnl connilt nl 
our ownnr-monagnr wllh ovor 
Iwnniy-Iwo ynori oi otporlnnto ond 
Ihn piodutllfin opnrolor wllh (ivn 
ynnit ntpnilniuni 
thii opniolur who hondint n 
uormnnl mini nxniclin good 
iuilomnid In tr'dlUdfl pin tpnMInq 
onnnipu.,
tlinmloio, Il It Imporinnt ihni on 
eiptiiinrn.»d tpodni bn uvuilobln at 
air llmm lo Know ntotlly wh«l 
piotnduint am toln lof your goi. 
innnit
Thn noil ot tilyin'tnnn Clnonnit 
InnIt mnrn Ihnn auohlind loprotnii 
und odiMi* propui liundlinu 






























$|39Nalley’s 1 Litre Btl.
Pumpkin Pie
Mrs. Smith 







BROCCOLI • * • » » t
I HR. 1 cleaners
9812 liiuflli St., 
Sidney, W.C.VSU 22'/.T
CALIFORNIA FANCY
ORANGES lbs.
MEXICAN JUICY
GRAPEFRUIT
lb. 49*
5/99*
wfini
